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CHAPTER 0: The Battles for Pulp City! 

 

What Is Pulp City? 

Pulp City is a skirmish miniature game where super powered Heroes and Villains fight for the fate of 

Pulp City. These rules will help you create Supreme conflicts with as few as two models to a side all the 

way to epic Team clashes with as many as a dozen or more models per side. 

If you are familiar with miniature games, Pulp City offers you a great chance to test your strategic and 

tactical skills by assembling and controlling a Team of beings with super powers. The rules always favor a 

player who thinks three steps ahead and manages his resources best.  

This is a game of Supreme personalities, so if you like the idea of playing a unique force of larger than 

life Heroes and Villains, then Pulp City is for you. 

If you are not familiar with miniatures-based skirmish games, Pulp City’s rules are simple and easy to 

learn. You will be able to master the basic rules after your first game, but over time you may find subtle 

strategies that you can use to outwit opponents. 

 

What You Need To Play 

 An opponent (or two, or more!) who is a good sport. 

 Some Pulp City Supreme miniatures from the starter boxes or any expansion pack (at least 2 per 

‘Team’) along with their corresponding Supreme cards. You may want some Minions too. 

Supreme cards are described in Chapter 1. 

 4 or more six-sided dice (also referred to as a D6).  

 A tape measure (marked in inches). 

 A Battlefield - a 2’ x 2’ table with some scenery to represent Pulp City or other game location is 

good for small Encounter, and Battlefields can be larger as players prefer. Chapter 4 describes 

how Supremes, Monsters and Minions can interact with the Terrain and even with the luckless 

Citizens who call Pulp City home. 

 Some glass beads, coins or other markers to keep track of Action Points. 

Now bring on the Supreme Teams and let your battles commence! 
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Pulp City Battlefield 

This is where the game is played and inevitably Supreme battles are fought! 

Chapter 4 provides the rules for the various pieces of Terrain that can be used. For now consider how 

you will set up your game. Either players can agree how to deploy Terrain or they can follow the 

guidance below. 

[insert a shot of a battlefield per Maciej’s outline] 

 

Models 

Models are representations of your Supreme, Minion and even Monster combatants, and the Battlefield 

features they can interact with; therefore models can represent a number of things: 

Supremes, Minions and Monsters: These are each mounted on a designated base size and are the 

playing pieces of your Team. Supremes are your superhuman Heroes or Villains; Minions are the rank 

and file underlings or special companions who aid them; Monsters are mighty creatures or engines of 

destruction, equivalent in power to several Supremes. 

Supremes, Minions and Monsters (as well as some Objects and Tokens) have bases, so they follow this 

guidance: 

Base Size: Each model has a defined base size. An exception is that a model on a 50mm base 

may be mounted on a 40mm base instead, however if doing so it counts as 40mm for all rules 

considerations.  

Base To Base (BtB): For Base to Base (also known as BtB) purposes a model is assumed to 

occupy a cylindrical space equal to the circumference of its base up to top of the models “head”. 

A model whose base is touching the imagined cylindrical space of another model’s base is 

considered to be in BtB contact even though the actual bases might be sitting on different 

heights.  

Objects: These are items that are part of the Terrain and that can be picked up and either used as 

weapons or Plot objectives. 

Structures: Immovable Terrain that can be interacted with and even destroyed with enough effort.  

Areas: Sometimes scenery cannot be Damaged, but will have an impact on an Encounter such 

presenting its own threat; such Terrain is covered in the sections describing Dangerous Terrain. 

Markers: A Marker is a special objective item modeled on a 30mm base that is used for Powers, Plots 

and Agendas. They cannot usually be Damaged and cannot be moved unless otherwise stated. Well-
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modeled Markers can always add a lot to a game when they are the focal victory requirement for an 

Encounter. 

(text box) 

Tokens: Sometimes Actions, Powers or other game events will call for a physical representation on the 

battlefield.  For that purpose, Pulp City uses Tokens. 

Tokens are usually represented by 30 mm bases and unless noted otherwise, they are Immobile (cannot 

move and are Immune/Displacement); and never benefit from any Combat Bonuses, and never score, 

gain or grant Agenda Points (AGP). Tokens are models. A typical Token description follows the pattern: 

Token Name, G X, [Y inches,] YYmm base, Health Z 

Where X is the G value used in all Action Rolls where the Token Defends (Tokens never roll dice to 

Defend); [Y inches] if included is the typical height of such a Token, while YYmm is the base size; and Z is 

the amount of Health Points it may lose before being KO’ed. 

For example, Stoner Hawk’s Stoneshapes Combat Action Summons Stoneshape Tokens as an 

Effect and SFX. Every Stone Pillar is placed within range from Stoner Hawk (the source of the 

Action); each uses a value of 8 as Defender in all Action Rolls and when it loses 5 points of 

Health, it is KO’ed. 

 

Friendly and Enemy: Some rules refer to ‘Friendly’ or ‘Enemy’ models. Any models in your Team are 

‘Friendly’, while any models in the opposing Team are ‘Enemy’ models. If playing an Encounter with 

more than one player per side it is up to players to agree if ‘Friendly’ extends to others Teams on the 

same side or not. 

 

Descriptors 

Descriptors are used in the rules to identify specific qualities that interact with particular rules. Sample 

Descriptors are: Base Size; Conditions; Effects; Elements; Movement Types; Origins; Type; or Roles. 

Other Descriptors include key words such as Structure, Object or Token. 

Individual Descriptors are explained in the relevant sections of the rules, but for now be aware that they 

can govern additional interactions between models. 
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Roles 

Supremes have Roles, which help explain what they are and what functions they can serve in your Team. 

There are no hard and fast rules about using different Roles in your Team except that you are limited to 

one Leader and one Powerhouse only. However, be advised that a Team that focuses on one Role above 

all others may find itself easily outclassed by more balanced Teams. 

Blaster: Whether using weapons or energy powers, Blasters can unleash deadly attacks at range. 

Brawler: Uncomplicated, Brawlers like to get stuck into fighting hand to hand as their Role 

suggests. 

Infiltrator: The sneaky types; Ninja Supremes and lurking assassins, Infiltrators are the shadowy 

operators of Pulp City. 

Leader: The guiding light of any Team, the Leader is many things rolled into one Supreme 

package. 

Powerhouse: The real brute force of any Team, they need other Supremes to get the most out 

of them and cannot work alone. 

Speeder: Fast and mobile, and perfect to contest objectives. 

Support: Often more defensive in focus, Support Supremes assist their Team-mates and help 

them survive overwhelming harm or get to the right place at the right time. 

Tank: Where a Brawler can lay down a brutal beating, a Tank can take it and then some. Very 

hard to wear down, a Tank will often be the last Supreme standing. 

 

Traits 

Chapter 1 describes how Supreme cards can be read. Each card lists six Traits for the model in question. 

Traits represent the core capabilities of a character, and they are: 

Strength (F) defines how hard and precise your Supreme can hit or how much he can lift. 

Supremes with high F are usually warrior-like bruisers who hit first and ask questions later. 

Defense (G) whether through supernatural resilience or amazing luck in absorbing enemy 

blows, G shows how skilled your Supreme is at staying alive! Beings with high G wear heavy 

armor or rely on the otherworldly hardiness to protect them from oncoming blows, or are just 

lucky enough to be born with bulletproof skin. 
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Energy (H) is the ability to manipulate various kinds of energy. Whether of cosmic origins, 

elemental sources, or just the clever use of guns and modern weapons, Supremes with high H 

are dynamos when it comes to ranged Combat. 

Agility (I) is speed and acrobatics combined. Supremes with high I run at the speed of light 

and can dodge bullets with ease. 

Mind (J) is the power of thought manifested! Mental powers that can level buildings or calm 

raging psychopaths are all possible. Supremes with high J often sport some unusual psychic 

powers. 

Spirit (K) is the undying will to live. It also reflects resilience to psychic attacks and mental 

control. Beings with high K draw upon their religious or philosophical convictions and usually 

support their Team members indirectly more than others. 

 

Origins, Types & Elements 

Origin: Origin determines the source of Supreme and Monster abilities. There are three Origins available 

to the super-powered denizens of Pulp City. The models in your Team will each have one of these 

Origins: 

Science C: Some Supremes are born where science collides with their ordinary human lives. 

Radiation, chemicals or toxic fumes alter the bodies and minds and push evolution toward a 

new frontier. Others simply use high-tech gadgetry to augment themselves to superhuman 

levels. 

Nature D: Children born to minor deities of Nature or dabbling with ancient druidic powers, 

become Supremes of Nature that mimic the raging powers of the elements or of wild animals. 

Other Supremes seem to be born with these powers as if gifted by Gaia herself. Even a high tech 

society like Pulp City is helpless against the unchained fury of Nature. 

Mystery E: The occult, divine interventions, pacts with demons or opening portals to the 

Necroplane – these events grant common people powers beyond imagination. These powers 

usually come with the highest price to pay. 

 

(text box) 
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Nature beats Science: Multiple cases of broken dams, villages swept away by avalanches, or 

thunderstorms plunging cities into darkness show that Science has very limited power over the forces of 

Nature. 

Science beats Mystery: The recent incursion of the Necroplane into Pulp City is a clear proof that 

Science mercilessly pushes Mystery back into the realm of children’s stories. New super-technological 

equipment and plasma weapons are capable of interfering with magic and incorporeal beings. It is sad 

but true – the great mysteries of old are conquered one by one. 

Mystery beats Nature: The roots of magic are based in the ancient Nature worshiping cults. New 

generations of occult practitioners harness the destructive powers of Nature with mystical verses or 

demon granted powers. Nature and all her wonders will bow to an incantation strong enough. 

 

Type: A model’s Type represents what kind of life-form it is. Models conform to one of the Types below, 

and some very special models may count as more than one Type! If no Type is listed, a model is Living. If 

a model has a Type listed other than Living, then it is not Living unless that is also listed.  

Living [icon]: The catch-all for human super-powered beings; all Earth-born Supremes, Monsters 

and Minions are assumed to be Living unless otherwise stated. 

E.T. [icon]: Extra-Terrestrials, aliens, call them what you will. They are not from planet Earth. 

This Supreme’s birth place is far away from Pulp City. Usually it doesn’t want to go home 

though. These alien physiologies respond differently to human physiologies, so they are affected 

in strange ways compared to earth-born Supremes. 

Mechanical [icon]: Artificial life-forms, beings whose bodies are formed of pistons instead of 

muscles, circuits in place of a nervous system and high octane fuel or advanced electrical 

systems instead of a circulatory system. 

Nonliving [icon]: The model is the antithesis of a Living being, instead existing in a state of un-

life which is often sustained with the life-force of the Living. 

Outsider [icon]: Things and entities from other realms, spirit creatures made physical in the 

Earthly plane. Once they were thought of as Angels or Demons. Whatever the truth they are 

motivated by things mere mortals cannot understand.  

Elements: Some Supremes, Monsters and Minions share an affinity with a particular primal force – each 

of which is an Element. The Elements of Pulp City are: 

Air/Air Group 

The power of the winds and storms; Air is Air, Wind, Lightning – the power of the heavens.  Air is 

Strong/Water and E.T. 
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Water/Water group 

Chilling cold and frigid touch of nature; Water is Water, Ice, Snow – the unrelenting seas and 

cold. Water is Strong/Fire and Mechanical. 

Fire/ Fire Group 

The intensity of raging infernos and exploding volcanos; Fire is Fire, Lava, Magma – the 

irresistible power of flame and heat. Fire is Strong/Earth and Nonliving. 

 Earth/Earth Group 

The unyielding resilience of rocks, the green touch of trees, the force of gravity and the clutching 

influence of the Earth; Earth is Earth, Wood, Plants – Gaia’s primal fury. Earth is Strong/Air and 

Flight. 

Light 

The purity of brilliant radiance; Light is Strong/Darkness and Outsider. 

Darkness 

The creeping grasp of the dismal dark; Darkness is Strong/Light and Living.  
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CHAPTER 1: Welcome to the Game 

This chapter outlines the basics of the Supreme and Minions cards. It will cover what the various abilities 

listed on your Supreme Cards mean.  Here we also discuss the basics of Team building. At the end of the 

Chapter you’ll know what a Supreme does with just a quick look at the card. Then, once you have 

decided what you are looking for in Team of Supremes, you’ll be able to build a Team to suit your needs.  

Model Cards 

 

Front 

Recruitment Side 

The front of the card is the Recruitment Side. There you will find all vital information for selecting your 

Supremes. Most of them will play a vital role in the game. 

 

RECRUITMENT: 

Name: The model’s name. 

Level: The Supreme or Minion Level of the model in question. 

Alignment: Your model will be a Hero A, a Villain B or a mix of both (a Hero/Villain - both icons). 

If a Minion Icon is present in this place, the model is automatically assumed to have the same Alignment 

of the Team it fights alongside. 

Origin: Whether this model is tied to Mystery E, Nature D or Science C. 

Minion +: Supremes with leadership skills will be able to bring additional allies to the battlefield. This 

value represents the number of Minion Levels that can be fielded with this Supreme for free. Note that 

this is the only way to field Minions. 

AP +: This value represents the number of the Action Points the model will contribute to the Team's 

Action Pool as long as it keeps fighting! 

Base Size: The number in the circle is the Base Size in mm; larger bases mean more bonus dice in 

combat - size does matter in Pulp City! 

Sub-faction: Some models belong to a specific Sub-faction, so that is recorded here. Of those, some are 

freelancers (marked by an F on their icon) which means that when recruited they can be chosen not to 
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count as that Sub-faction for the whole Encounter. Finally, some models are denoted as not being able 

to be in a Team from a specific Sub-faction which is noted here also. 

 

Back 

Action Side 

TOP (THE DESCRIPTION AND ‘STAT’ BARS): 

The top of the card bears all information about your model's speed, toughness, damage potential etc. 

Description: Included here is information such as Supreme or Minion name; their Level; their Role; the 

Faction they belong to; and their Origin. This information is repeated from the Recruitment Side. 

Traits: The six icons at the very top are the model’s Traits: Strength F, Defense G, Energy H, Agility 

I, Mind J and Spirit K. 

Traits marked in a different color are called Trump Traits and tell you what the model is best at. Trait 

values define how good a model is in using any Actions calling upon a certain Trait. 

Movement: This value defines how many inches a model can move with each Movement Action. Models 

can have various types of movement which will determine certain advantages related to a given type. 

AP Limit: A maximum number of Action Points a model may use from the Action Pool in 1 Round. 

AP +: The number of the Action Points the model will contribute to the Team's Action Pool. The same 

value as listed on the Recruitment Side of the card. 

Health: The number of Damage Points a model can suffer before it is removed from the battlefield. 

 

MIDDLE (ACTION BARS AND POWERS): 

The middle of the card bears all information about what makes your model unique – the type of attacks 

it can make (Combat Actions), special Powers etc. 

Combat Actions: Combat Actions describe everything the model can do on the battlefield in its 

Activation. The Action Bar describes the Traits involved in it, Action Point cost, Action's type/range and 

first Effect if successful. The final part of the Action Bar is the SFX Bar which describes potential extra 

Effects (SFX) that may occur if the Action is very successful. 

Powers: All of the special rules that apply to the model and distinguish it from others. The first Power 

listed is the Role Power. These Role Powers are universal and do not change. 
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BOTTOM (INFOMATION BAR): 

The bottom of the card bears all additional information that will help in breaking ties, applying special 

effects etc. 

Origin: Your Supreme's powers will come from one of three Origins - yellow for Science C, red for 

Mystery E and blue for Nature D.   

Type: Most models are Living, unless another specific Type is listed in this place. Other possible Types 

are Mechanical, Nonliving, and E.T. If a model is considered to be two types they will; have a split icon. 

Elements: Some models will draw their power from a particular Element. If they do, an icon will 

represent their Element and allows them to benefit and suffer from certain Action Roll modifiers such as 

Strong. 

 

 

Recruiting Your Team 

When playing a game of Pulp City, players agree beforehand on the size of the game - in order to do so 

they name a number of Levels from 3 for a very small game to 24 for a huge game.  The typical 

Encounter is a clash between two Teams that are 8-12 Levels in total. 

To build your Team, pick a number of Supremes whose Levels add up to the agreed upon size of the 

Encounter (Encounter Level). There are only three rules you need to follow: 

RULE 1: All Supremes have to share one alignment icon - Hero or Villain. The predominant icon 

throughout the Team determines whether they are Heroes or Villains. In case of a tie, announce 

your choice before the game starts. 

RULE 2: Each Team may only include 1 Leader and may only include 1 Powerhouse.  

RULE 3: Unless otherwise noted, each Supreme may only be included once in a Team; the few 

exceptions to this are rare cases noted on their own cards. 

 

Subfactions 

In times of need, Supremes form more or less formal alliances to combat the common enemy. Supremes 

that bear the same Subfaction icon may benefit from certain advantages from individual Supreme 

Powers.  
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Minions 

Once the Alignment and potential Subfaction have been determined, add all Minion + points found on 

your Supreme cards. These points may be spent on any Minions that are allowed by the team's 

Alignment and Subfaction. Each Minion + point buys 1 Level of Minions. 

If a Supreme has a specific Minion card name next to Minion + instead of a numerical value, it is an 

Exclusive Minion that may be taken only by this Supreme.   
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CHAPTER 2: Round Sequence  

Pulp City Encounters occur when two (or more!) opposing Supreme Teams face off in dynamic battle, 

where blow is traded for blow as each side seeks to achieve their own goals or objectives and triumph 

over their enemies. 

Encounters can be simple slug-fests with the last team standing declared the winner, or more complex 

scenarios with specific victory conditions. Rules for different Encounters can be found in Chapter 5. 

Every Encounter comprises a pre-determined number of Game Rounds (also called simply Rounds), 

usually six. Each Round follows a sequence of five Phases which create a flexible order in which models 

can act. The five Phases are: 

1. Starting Roll 

2. Action Pool Calculation 

3. Effects (end lasting Effects and Powers first, then begin new Powers) 

4. Turns (Activations & Passes) 

5. End of Game Round 

 

Starting Roll 

The Starting Roll is used to determine who will take the first turn.  It is the first Action Roll to be made 

every Round. It represents the momentum swing between enemy Teams making tactical decisions as 

opposing Supremes rely on their wits and seek to gain advantage in their mission. A group of brawlers 

will inevitably suffer when it comes to seizing opportunities if faced by a genius Supreme. It is important 

to think about having at least one Supreme in your Team that excels with the Starting Roll (preferably 

having Trump J). 

Starting Rolls happen before the Effects phase and so anything that boosts or hinders a Supreme will still 

be in effect from the previous round. So be sure you plan ahead to maximize your advantages. Wining 

the Starting Roll may also grant you Master Plans. Starting Rolls and Master Plans are explained further 

in Chapter 3. 

 

Action Pool Calculation 

The Action Pool Calculation determines how many AP are in each Team’s AP Pool. This is a simple 

process and shouldn’t take long. Simply look at the AP+ number on each Supremes card that is on the 

table. Add these numbers together and this is your AP Pool for the round. Supremes that have been 
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KO’d or are off the table due to Powers like the Fly High ability do not contribute AP+ for the turn. We 

suggest you use tokens to keep track of Action Points to help you keep track. 

 

Effects Phase 

The Effects Phase begins by resetting all active Effects. This includes Effects like Suppress and Attack 

granted from friendly or Enemy Actions. It also removes all the Fatigue on every model. Some Supremes 

have Powers that trigger each Round in the Effects Phase these are resolved after Effects from the 

previous Round are ended. Make sure you double check your Supremes’ Powers to be sure you didn’t 

miss a Power that is active during this Phase. 

 

Turns 

The majority of the game is resolved in the Turns Phase. Here each side takes alternating opportunities 

to act with their models. The Turns Phase is divided into Turns during which a player will Activate a 

Supremes and possible a card of Minions. Usually during a Turn you may only Activate a single Supreme 

and a single card of Minions; however some Powers may allow multiple Supremes to Activate in a single 

Turn. Turns are repeated until both players are out of Action Points and or Fatigue, or they both agree to 

end the Turn. This will often happen during the first game Round when many Supremes are simply out 

of range of one another.  

 

End of Game Round  

Once the Turns Phase is over there is a brief phase to end Effects that expire during the End of the 

Round. You will also use the End of Game Round Phase to calculate an Agenda Points teams may have 

scored due to Plots or Agendas. Agenda Points are explained in detail in Chapter 8 Plots and Agendas. 

The game concludes either when one side is vanquished or a set number of rounds has been completed, 

usually six.  

Each of these Phases is described in further detail in the next chapter, along with the details of how to 

resolve Activations and Actions. 
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CHAPTER 3: Action! 

This chapter describes the basic rules and mechanics of using your models during an Encounter, 

covering the flow of Game Rounds which make up the sequence of play in a battle between opposing 

Teams of Supremes. 

The driving force for your Team will be Action Points and the Action Pool, and how Action Points are 

generated and used is described below. 

This chapter also describes how to resolve Action Rolls (the core conflict resolution mechanic of Pulp 

City games); and how to resolve Activations (when you use a model) and Actions (the things that 

models do). 

 

Rules Conflicts 

Where a model’s card has a rule that conflicts with the primary rules in this book, the card is considered 

an exception to the normal rule and the rule on the card is used as written, superseding the core rules. 

 

Action Points & Action Pool 

The Action Points system is the most important aspect of a game of Pulp City. Everything a model does 

in a game of Pulp City costs Action Points. A simple punch, shooting a gun or even unleashing a powerful 

blast of alien technology everything comes at a price.  At its heart Pulp City is about managing your 

Action Points to ensure you can accomplish more than your opponent.  

It can be imagined that the Action Pool represents your Team’s co-operation, motivation, determination 

and their will to act together. Some Supremes are better tacticians and organizers than others, and 

some just work better with others, period.  

The flipside of the Action Pool is AP Limit – the limit of how much an individual Supreme can do in any 

single Game Round. When a model uses Actions, they draw Action Points, or AP, from the Action Pool 

to meet the AP Cost of those Actions (see Activations and Actions); an individual model’s AP Limit for a 

Round cannot be exceeded (but some rare Powers may raise it!). 

To determine your Team’s Action Pool, add together all of the AP + values of all of your models still on 

the Table, to provide your Pool total. This Action Pool is generated in the second Phase of each new 

Round including the first Round – this is the Action Pool Calculation Phase; any Action Points unused 

from the previous Round are discarded. Some Supremes add more than others, so it is important to 

have a good mix of Supremes in your team, as a Team made up of heavy hitters alone may not generate 

enough of an Action Pool to be truly effective. 
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(text box) 

AP Calculation 0 (zero): If during the Action Pool Calculation Phase one Team has an AP Pool of 0 AP, 

then the current Round becomes the final Round of the Encounter, regardless of how many rounds are 

left to play, and the game ends at the end of the Round. 

 

Essentially the AP system is a resource that allows your models to act; you will never have enough 

available AP for a large Team to use their full AP Limit, so crucial decisions must be made in how to best 

‘spend’ AP from your Action Pool. 

 

Summary: 

 Total up all of your Team’s AP + values to determine your Action Pool in the Action Pool 

Calculation Phase; your whole Team spends AP from this Pool to use their own Actions. 

 If the AP Calculation for one or more Teams yields 0 AP, then this is the final Round regardless 

of how many more are to be played according to the Encounter game length. 

 AP Limit is the limit of AP a model may use for Actions in a single Round. 

 

 

Turns – Activations & Passes 

Players take alternating Turns to use their models (Activations) or to do nothing (doing ‘nothing’ is a 

Pass – see later in this section).  

An Activation represents the period in which a single Supreme or Monster, and possibly a card of 

Minions resolves one or more Moves, or Actions (see the text box for rules governing Minion 

Activation). 

Activation: A model can perform one Combat Action during its Activation. This Combat Action may be 

used with a single Movement Action. Alternately a Supreme or Monster may perform up to two 

Movement Actions and no Combat Actions during its Activation.  

Combinable Actions: When a Supreme or Monster is Activated they may normally use one or two 

Actions, as long as one or both of the Actions is a Movement Action; two Combat Actions may never be 

used in a single Activations unless one is Combinable (marked *). A Combinable Action may be used in 

the same Activation as another Combat Action and/or a Movement Action, and the other Combat Action 
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may itself be the same Combinable Combat Action; see Chain Activations and Chain Actions below. The 

player must first fully resolve one Action before performing each chosen Action.  

Chain Activations and Chain Actions: There are some Powers and Effects (such as Follow UP) which 

allow the rules for Activations above to be exceeded. In those instances, each Action must be resolved in 

sequence before the next Action is performed unless otherwise stated. 

Once a player has Activated their model(s) they have completed his or her Turn, and it is the opponent’s 

Turn to Activate a model, unless a special rule such as specific Powers allow another model in the same 

Team to be immediately Activated. The same model can be Activated multiple times in a Round. The 

only limit to the number of times a model can be Activated is that model’s AP Limit and the amount of 

Fatigue it has suffered.  

 

(text box) 

Minion Command: Supremes and Monsters may Command Minions to Activate. During each Supreme 

or Monster Activation they may Command one Friendly Minion card to Activate within the same Turn, 

either immediately before or after resolving the Supreme or Monster Activation. A Minion card cannot 

be Commanded if there is not a Friendly Supreme or Monster to Activate. To Activate a Minion card 

Fatigue it once. You may then do one of the following with the Minion Card: 

 Make a Movement Action. 

 Make a Combat Action. 

 Make a Movement Action then Combat Action or make a Combat Action then Movement 

Action. 

It should be noted that Minions do not use AP like Supremes. When they use a Combat Action no AP is 

deducted from their Team’s Action Pool. 

Exclusive Minions: These Minions may only be Commanded  by their associated Supreme and they are 

automatically KO’ed if their associated Supreme is KO’ed. 

 

Turns, and therefore Activations, alternate between players during the Activations Phase of the Round. 

The winner of the Starting Roll determines the order in which players resolve their own Turns and 

Activations or Passes, alternating back and forth as they do so. In a game with three or more players, the 

winner of the Starting Roll sets the order in which players may take their Turns, following this order for 

the remainder of the Round. 
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Pass: Occasionally a player may not be able to Activate any of their models. In these cases instead of 

Activating a model or card of Minions, a player must Pass; this costs 1 AP from the Action Pool, but is 

not considered an Action so this AP cost is not assigned against any model for the purpose of AP Limit.  

When all players have no more AP in their Action Pools, the Turns Phase ends. 

 

Summary: 

 Players take alternating Turns (or follow a set Turn order decided each Round for multiplayer 

games). 

 Turns are used for Activations or Passes; Passes cost 1 AP from the Pool (not applied to any 

specific model). 

 Usually one model and sometimes a  Minion card Activates in each Turn; Exclusive Minions can 

only be Activated in the same Turn as their associated Supreme. 

 

Action Rolls 

An Action Roll is required any time an Action has a chance of succeeding or failing; it is the core game 

mechanic for Pulp City Encounters.  

Action Rolls are used when one (or more) models are involved in resolving a usually hostile Action. Some 

Actions do have beneficial Effects, such as Heal for example. Although it is not an Action, the Starting 

Roll is also based on the Action Roll mechanic.  

When making an Action Roll more than one die may be rolled; in these situations take the highest result 

rolled and add it to the Trait used for the Roll, other dice results do not add to this total, but may 

generate bonuses for the Attacker if they win the roll. 

When making an Action Roll the model using the Action is considered the Attacker, and any other model 

that may be affected by the Action is the Defender. This is the case even when the outcome of an Action 

Roll is beneficial. Sometimes the Attacker may be from some type of environmental requirement such as 

when Dangerous Terrain requires an Action Roll to be made (see Chapter 4). 

Whenever an Action Roll is called for, the Action being used will have an Action Bar that identifies 

opposed Traits that are used to determine the outcome of the Action Roll, listing the Attacker’s Trait 

first and the Defender’s second (Attacker vs. Defender); the Action Bar also lists the AP cost of the 

Action, its Range and its initial Effect.  

Target Numbers: As an alternative to Trait vs. Trait Action Rolls, some Action Rolls identify a Trait for the 

model using the Action (again, the Attacker) to add to their highest die roll and a Target Number (T#) 

that must be equaled or exceeded for the Action to be successful (do not roll any dice to add to the 

Target Number). Target Number-based Action Rolls only apply Attacker Combat Bonuses. 
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Making an Action Roll: 

To make a Trait vs. Trait Action Roll, the Attacker and Defender each determine how many dice they will 

roll. 

Multiple Targets: If a Trait vs. Trait Combat Action can affect multiple Defenders, make a separate 

Action Roll for Attacker and Defender in each instance. If a Combat Action can affect multiple models 

and is Trait vs. T#, then only one Action Roll is made. Resolve any Trait vs. Trait Action Rolls in sequence, 

fully resolving all Effects and SFX before resolving the next affected model. The Attacking player chooses 

in which order to resolve each Action Roll. 

Dice: When making an Action Roll each model rolls 1d6 plus any extra dice from Combat Bonuses. From 

all the dice rolled you select the single highest die and add that to your Trait to determine your total. 

Once both players have determined their totals compare them. 

Success: If the Attacker beats the Defender’s total, the listed Effect for the Action is achieved; if the 

result is a tie, the winner is determined using the following steps: 

1. Supremes and Monsters beat Minions. 

2. If still tied, use the Origins Triad (see diagram left):  

 Mystery beats Nature. 

 Nature beats Science. 

 Science beats Mystery. 

3. If the result is still tied, the Defender wins. 

 

SFX (Extra Effects): If the Attacker wins, they may also achieve Special Effects (SFX). Each Special Effect 

allows one SFX to be chosen from those SFX listed for the Action being used. Note that the same SFX can 

be taken multiple times. The number of SFX gained from an Action Roll is determined by whether the 

Trait used for the roll is a Trump Trait or not. 

Trump Trait: Each die result of 5 or 6 adds one SFX, including a 5 or 6 on the die that is used to 

determine the player’s total for their Action Roll. 

Non-Trump Trait: Each die result of 6 adds one SFX, including a 6 on the die that is used to 

determine the player’s total for their Action Roll. 
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Golden Rule of SFX: Any combination of SFX may be chosen from the list associated with the Combat 

Action, and the same SFX may be chosen more than once, up to a total number of SFX achieved by the 

Action Roll. The Attacker may also choose to apply no SFX if that is what they want. 

Defenders: Defenders can cancel SFX in a similar way, depending on whether their own Trait is a Trump 

or not: 

Trump Trait: Each die result of 5 or 6 cancels one SFX; this does not cancel the Effect of a 

successful Action gained if the Attacker wins the Action Roll, only the SFX. 

Non-Trump Trait: Each die result of 6 cancels one SFX; this does not cancel the Effect of a 

successful Action gained if the Attacker wins the Action Roll, only the SFX. 

Failure: If the Attacker’s total fails to beat the Defender’s total then the Action is considered a Failure. 

No Effects are generated and any AP are spent as usual.  

 

Summary: 

 An Action Roll identifies Attacker Trait vs. Defender Trait or Defender Target Number (T#). 

 Each player works out how many dice to use; 1d6 plus other dice from Effects, Combat Bonuses 

and Powers. 

 Take the highest result and add the designated Trait. 

 Tied results between Supremes or Monsters against Minions are always won by the Supreme or 

Monster; other tied results are determined by the Origin Triad (Mystery beats Nature; Nature 

beats Science; Science beats Mystery); results that are still tied are considered Failures. 

 If the Attacker wins the Action Roll, the listed Effect is applied; otherwise the Action is a Failure. 

 Results of 5 or 6 (Trump Traits) or 6 (Non-Trump Traits) add or cancel SFX (this does not remove 

the Effect the Attacker achieves if they won the Action Roll). The Attacker chooses a number of 

SFX from those listed in the Action Bar, in any combination up to a total number of SFX 

achieved. 

 

Example: Hellsmith uses his Power Smash Combat Action to attack Iron Train. Hellsmith will roll 

2d6 and add the best to his F Trait of 6. Iron Train rolls 2d6 and adds the best result to his G 

Trait of 6.  

 

Hellsmith rolls 2 and 6, so adds the highest result of 6 to his F Trait for a total of 12, while Iron 

Train rolls 3 and 5 and adds the highest result to his G Trait, and his total is 11. Hellsmith beats 

Iron Train’s total and so inflicts the basic Effect which is Damage 1.  
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Hellsmith rolled a 6 and is entitled to an SFX, but Iron Train rolled a 5 on his Trump Defense thus 

negating the SFX. 

 

 

Starting Rolls 

The Starting Roll is used in the first Phase at the beginning of each Round to determine which side has 

seized the initiative. It represents the momentum swing between enemy Teams making tactical 

decisions as opposing Supremes rely on their wits and seek to gain advantage in their mission. A group 

of brawlers will inevitably suffer when it comes to seizing opportunities if faced by a genius Supreme 

leading their foes, so it is important to think about having at least one Supreme in your Team that excels 

with the Starting Roll (preferably having Trump J). 

Starting Rolls are special Action Rolls, and they are the first Action Rolls made in most Encounters. 

Unlike other Action Rolls they are not triggered by using an Action, but instead happen automatically in 

the Starting Roll Phase. 

To make a Starting Roll each player chooses a Supreme (or Monster – see Chapter XX) in their Team that 

is not KO’ed, preferably the model with the highest J. Although using a Supreme you think will be on 

the winning side of the Origins Triad can often be a good idea, especially if you know the Origin of the 

model you opponent will likely choose for the roll. 

Roll 1d6 and add the result to the selected model’s J, adding any extra dice that apply; Combat 

Bonuses do not affect this roll.  

Add the best single die result to the selected model’s J. Whoever scores the highest total wins (and 

becomes Attacker in relation to subsequent Effects from this Starting Roll); the winner chooses who has 

the first Turn, or the sequence of Turns in Encounters with 3 or more players. The results only apply to 

the current Game Round. 

In addition, the winner may achieve SFX like any other Action Roll – except that these are also called 

Master Plans. These SFX are determined as in a regular Action Roll, but are recapped here for 

convenience: 

Attacker: The Attacker may also achieve SFX (just like Extra Effects for other Action Rolls; for Staring 

Rolls these are also called Master Plans); the number of Extra Effects is determined by whether their 

Trait is a Trump Trait or not: 

Trump Trait: Each die result of 5 or 6 adds one SFX (Master Plan). 

Non-Trump Trait: Each die result of 6 adds one SFX (Master Plan). 
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Defenders: Defenders can cancel SFX in a similar way, depending on whether their own Trait is a Trump 

or not: 

Trump Trait: Each die result of 5 or 6 cancels one SFX (Master Plan); this does not cancel the 

Success gained from the Attacker winning the Action Roll. 

Non-Trump Trait: Each die result of 6 cancels one SFX (Master Plan); this does not cancel the 

Success gained from the Attacker winning the Action Roll. 

 

These Master Plans are selected like SFX from other Action Rolls. Each Extra Effect yields one SFX which 

can be used to gain the benefits of one Master Plan, and the same Master Plan may be chosen more 

than once; Master Plans are resolved in the sequence chosen by the player achieving them. The benefits 

of a Master Plan only apply to the current Round and do not carry over. 

Some Supremes are such adept tacticians that they may have their own unique Master Plan SFX to 

choose from. These unique Master Plans still require extra Successes to be used and simply add to the 

list below. 

 

Master Plan SFX: 

Act Fast: Move one of your Supremes, Fatigue for the Movement Action as normal with usual 

movement rules. 

Domination: Add 1 AP to your own AP Pool. 

Power Up: Select one of your Supremes; this model immediately benefits from Power Up 1. 

 

Summary: 

 Each player chooses one Supreme or Monster model to make the Starting Roll. 

 Roll 1d6, adding any extra dice that apply (but not from Conditions), and add to the selected 

model’s J. 

 Results of 5 or 6 (Trump Traits) or 6 (Non-Trump Traits) add or subtract SFX (Extra 

Effects)/Master Plans (this does not remove the Success/Effect the Attacker achieves if they 

won the Action Roll). 
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CHAPTER 4: Movement 

Supremes and Minions hurtle headlong back and forth across the city skyline as they battle to win the 

day. Some truly exceptional individuals are capable of super-human turns of speed, can walk up walls, 

can fly through the sky, or glide across the most deadly areas of any battle zone. 

This chapter describes how models can be moved around the battlefield environment in a game of Pulp 

City. 

 

Movement Actions 

Each Supreme and Minion card has a specific Movement characteristic (indicating their Movement Type  

- see below - and the distance that may be moved in inches when they use a Movement Action) that 

reflects how they can travel about the battlefield. Models with a Movement Type other than Immobile 

or Sprint may choose to use Sprint in place of their listed Movement Type at the same listed value. 

Movement Type: Movement Type describes how a model may move. The Movement Types are: Sprint; 

Blink; Bounding; Flight; and Wall Crawling; and these are fully explained below. 

Immobile Models: Models that have an ‘X’ where Movement Type is listed cannot use Movement 

Actions for any reason, and are also Immune/Displacement Effects. 

When a model moves, it does so by taking a Movement Action. A model may usually only move twice 

during each Game Turn; the amount of times it may use a Movement Action is limited by Fatigue. When 

a model uses a Movement Action is becomes Fatigued (see Conditions). Turn the card sideways to 

denote a model has been Fatigued once or upside-down to show the model has been Fatigued twice 

and thus can no longer move or voluntarily use Actions that would cause them to be Fatigued further in 

the current Round. Up to two Movement Actions may be Combined in a single Activation, this will cause 

two Fatigues and the model will be unable to move again this Round. Note that some Actions will cause 

a model to be Fatigued, this works in the same way as being Fatigued through Movement Actions. If a 

model already has two Fatigues they may not use any Action that would cause further Fatigue. If a 

model suffers Fatigue from another source when they already have two Fatigue it has no further Effect 

on them. 

Card Turning Alternatives: If players agree, markers or other methods may be used instead of turning 

cards to denote Fatigue. 

How a model moves using this Movement Action is modified according to its Movement Type. In 

addition, Supremes and Minions may always choose to move as though they had the Sprint Movement 

Type instead of their listed Movement Type. 
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Models cannot normally move through other models, Objects or Structures, but they may move over 

them; Blink is an exception to this. 

Movement Action (I) 

Using a Movement Action causes Self/Fatigue to the model or Minion card moving, and can only 

be used if the model or Minion card can suffer enough Fatigue to do so. Move up to X inches 

horizontally; X is the number listed alongside the Movement Type icon on the model’s card, 

except where stated otherwise in the specific Movement Type description.  

 

Movement Types 

Sprint [icon] 

Sprint: The model is subject to Dangerous Terrain (see the City chapter for more information on 

Dangerous Terrain rules) when using a Movement Action; in addition to any horizontal movement the 

model may move up to half their move distance (of a single Movement Action) vertically.  

 

Blink [icon] 

Blink: The model may be moved any distance vertically when moving; any movement may be through 

another model, Object or Structure if the model using Blink has sufficient movement distance to do so. 

Models with Blink are Immune/Fall. They are Immune/Dangerous and Impassible Terrain if their total 

movement is sufficient enough to pass through it, including Combined Movement Actions. 

 

Bounding [icon] 

Bounding: Move the model up to the distance listed next to its movement icon; count the actual total 

distance moved which must be in a direct line or trajectory. Models with the Bounding Movement Type 

are Immune/Fall. They are Immune/Dangerous Terrain if their total movement is sufficient enough to 

pass through it, including Combined Movement Actions. 

A model with Bounding adds an extra +1 die to their Action Rolls when they benefit from the 

Momentum Combat Bonus. 

 

Flight [icon] 
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Flight: The model may be moved any distance vertically as well as moving a horizontal distance up to 

their usual limit; a Flight move may include any amount of increase or decrease in vertical elevation to 

fly over, down from, or onto Structures and other terrain.  

Models with the Flight Movement Type are Immune/Fall and Immune/Dangerous Terrain; they are 

Immune/Impassible Terrain if their total movement is sufficient enough to pass through it, including 

Combined Movement Actions and if players have agreed the Impassable Terrain has a fixed height. 

Models with Flight revert to the Sprint Movement Type while in Enclosed Structures. 

Models with Flight Movement Type are always considered to benefit from the Higher Ground Condition 

against models without the Flight Movement Type.  

In addition, models with Flight may use the following Action: 

Climb High (I) 

A model using Climb High suffers two Self/Fatigue Effects and can only be used if the model or 

Minion card can suffer enough Fatigue to do so. When a model chooses to Climb High it is 

removed from the battlefield; the model is returned in the Effects Phase of the following Round, 

placed anywhere on the battlefield at least 1 inch away from other models, Objects and 

Structures. A model that uses Climb High does not add to AP + on the Round it returns. If a 

model uses Climb High in the final Round of the Encounter, it is considered KO’ed. Climb High 

cannot be Combined with any other Action. 

 

Wall Crawling [icon]  

Wall Crawling: Move the model up to the distance listed next to its movement icon; instead of 

considering just horizontal movement, count the actual total distance moved across all surfaces. 

Movement may be concluded to end on a vertical surface – players may need to agree to remember 

between themselves where a particular Wall Crawling move has ended. Models with Wall Crawling 

Movement Type are Immune/Fall. A model with the Wall Crawling Movement Type is Immune 

Dangerous/Terrain but only if the distance of a single Movement Action completely clears the 

Dangerous Terrain. 

A model with Wall Crawling and in BtB with a Structure or other Terrain Feature may claim the Combat 

Bonus for Higher Ground against any model except those benefitting from Flight or Wall Crawling 

Movement Types. This automatically applies in Enclosed Structures. 

 

Stealth 

Stealth [Stealth icon] 
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Stealth: Some Supremes benefit from the Stealth special rule as noted next to their Movement Type 

and distance. A model with Stealth may be Targeted with an Enemy Combat Action only if it originates 

from within 4 inches or less. Stealth is lost if the model is in BtB with any hostile models or if the model 

with Stealth is Stunned (therefore Stealth is recovered when Stunned is removed in the following Effects 

Phase). 

 

 

Special Situations 

Stunned: Models that are Stunned immediately replace their Movement Type with the Sprint 

Movement Type. Stunned models lose the benefits of their listed Movement Type until the Stunned 

Effect is removed (in the following Effects Phase). 

Rooftop Rumbles: Sometimes models will wish to move from one high vantage point to another when 

separated by a plummeting divide, such as between two tall Structures. Models using any of the 

Movement Types can ignore an open space between their starting point and end point as long as the 

end point is within their allowed movement distance; if Combining two Movement Actions, count the 

total distance except for Sprint and Wall Crawling moves which are limited to the distance of a single 

Movement Action. For the rules regarding Falling see the section describing Conditions. 

 

Summary: 

 Movements are usually measured horizontally; two Movement Actions may be Combined in a 

single Activation if no Combat Action is used. 

 Models may always choose to move as though they had Sprint. 

 Models that are Stunned replace their Movement Type with the Sprint Movement Type until 

the Stunned Effect is removed. 

 All Movement Types except Sprint ignore open space between their starting point and the end 

of their move; this is limited to a single movement distance for Sprint but may be the distance of 

two Combined Movement Actions for other types. 

 Sprint: May move up to half distance vertically as well as the horizontal distance. 

 Blink: May also move any distance vertically; Immune/Fall; and Immune /Dangerous and 

Impassible Terrain if they have sufficient movement available to pass the terrain. 
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 Bounding: Count the actual total distance moved in a direct line or trajectory; Immune/Fall; 

Immune/Dangerous Terrain if their total movement is sufficient enough to pass through it; adds 

an extra +1 die to their Action Rolls when benefitting from the Momentum Combat Bonus. 

 Flight: May also move any distance vertically; always benefits from Higher Ground against 

models without Flight; Immune/Dangerous Terrain and Fall; Immune /Impassible Terrain if 

they have sufficient movement available to pass the terrain if the terrain piece has a fixed 

height; may use the Climb High Action. 

 Wall Crawling: Total move distance may be used to move horizontally and/or vertically; 

Immune/Fall; benefits from Higher Ground while in BtB with Terrain, except against models 

with Flight. 

 Immobile models are noted with an ‘X’ where their Movement Type would be; they cannot 

move and are Immune/Displacement Effects. 
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CHAPTER 5: Combat Actions 

There are two types of Action in Pulp City – Combat Actions and Movement Actions. This section 

explains the general rules of Combat Actions in greater detail. 

Combat Actions are the way that Supremes, Monsters and Minions interact with allies, enemies and the 

environment around them. This chapter describes the rules to apply to a variety of Combat Actions. 

Finally, this chapter adds extra details to Combat Actions, as Supremes take advantage of their 

surroundings and use every edge they can get. Those ‘edges’ are Combat Bonuses, extra dice based on 

situations and circumstances and rolled when making an Action Roll. 

 

Combat Actions 

Actions are at the heart of every Pulp City game – they allow your Team to engage in incredible feats of 

power or unleash destruction onto their enemies or the battlefield. They are the means by which your 

Team will try to achieve their goals and emerge victorious. 

Each card lists the Combat Actions that can be used by the model (or group of models in the case of 

Minions). Combat Actions always require an Action Roll (see the section describing Action Rolls in full), 

even if the Action is not actually used to Target an Enemy; this can be a roll against a Target Number 

(T#). 

 

(text box) 

Target(s): A Target is a model that could be affected by successful use of a Combat Action. A model that 

cannot be affected by a Combat Action (for example if it is Immune to the Effect), is not considered a 

Target of that Combat Action. 

Multiple Targets Reminder: If a Trait vs. Trait Combat Action can affect multiple Defenders, make a 

separate Action Roll for Attacker and Defender in each instance. If a Combat Action can affect multiple 

models and is Trait vs. T#, then only one Action Roll is made. Resolve any Trait vs. Trait Action Rolls in 

sequence, fully resolving all Effects and SFX before resolving the next affected model. The Attacking 

player chooses in which order to resolve each Action Roll. 

 

When a model Activates and uses an Action, the appropriate AP cost (listed in the Action Bar) must be 

spent from the AP Pool, and as previously described an individual model’s AP Limit may not be 

exceeded in a single Round. 
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Combat Actions have a profile – the Action Bar - which explains how they function in game terms. 

Combat Actions are described in this format: 

AP cost Action Name ([Combat Action Type], [Trait of the Attacker or model using the Combat 

Action] vs. [Trait of the Defender or alternatively Target Number/T#], [Effects that are applied if 

the Action is successful]): SFX: [Effects that may be applied against eligible models if the player 

using the Action so chooses; if multiple Effects are linked by ‘and’ then all apply if any are 

applied, Effects or sets of Effects separated by a comma are different SFX choices] 

Example: Skyline has Strike as one of his available Combat Actions: 

AP 11 Strike2 (CCM3, F VS G4, Damage 15) SFX: Damage 16 

1The AP cost. 

2Action Name: Strike. 

3Combat Action Type: Strike is a CCM (Close Combat). 

4Skyline’s F is matched vs. the Defender G. 

5If Skyline wins the Action Roll, the Defender suffers Damage 1. 

6SFX: Each SFX that Skyline achieves may be applied as an extra Damage 1 to the Target. 

 

(text box) 

Excluded, Limited, Immune and Strong 

Excluded: These Combat Actions do not work against Targets with the listed Descriptor. 

Limited: If a Combat Action lists Limited in its Action Bar, then that Combat Action only works against 

Targets that have the listed Descriptor; other Targets are Immune to that Combat Action. 

Immune: The Target is unaffected by the specific Descriptor. If an Immune is temporary, it also removes 

any listed Effects applied against the model before the Immune was acquired. 

Strong: If a model lists Strong/X in its Action Bar or Power, then the Attacker rolls an extra +1d6 against 

each listed Descriptor (X) that the Target has. 
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Eligible Targets: Combat Actions may Target the model using the Action, or Friendly models, Enemy 

models, Objects or Structures. 

Line of Sight (LOS): Most Combat Actions require Line of Sight. The section explaining Combat Action 

Types describes general rules as to which Combat Actions require Line of Sight (LOS), but there may be 

some exceptions for individual Supremes, Monsters or Minions. If you can draw a line from the attacking 

model to any part of the defending model or its base (don't count weapons or capes as part of the 

model) then you have Line of Sight. If the model is partially obscured by Objects, Terrain, or other 

Models it benefits from In Cover. If the attacking model cannot trace a line to any part of the Target 

model as explained above, there is no LOS. 

 

(Text Box) 

LOS Golden Rules: In order to keep the game fun and fast the following Golden Rules should be 

observed at all times:   

 Assume LOS is present if it is unclear. 

 Assume that Defenders behind Cover are In Cover if in doubt. 

And then move on! Supremes are dynamically active super humans after all.  

 

Combat Action Types 

Combat Actions have a Type which governs how it can be used; any Combat Action may be used against 

a Defender in BtB with the Attacker even if it is not Close Combat (CCM), as well as its listed range (X) if 

any.  

Only Aura (AUR) and Instant (IST) Combat Actions affect the model using them; other Combat Action 

Types may never count the using model as a Target. 

The Combat Action Types are as follows: 

RCT/X: A Reaction is always used out of the usual alternating Activation sequence, when a triggering 

situation occurs. Reactions are only ever triggered and used during Enemy Activations and the Reaction 

Effects other than Self/X may only be used against the Attacking model whose Action triggered the 

Reaction. If a RCT/ DMG, TGT or DSP Combat Action has a numerical value X, then that is the maximum 

range at which it can Target a triggering model. 

RCT/BTB: The triggering situation is an Enemy model moving into BtB with this model; resolve 

the Reaction immediately after completing the movement but before resolving any Combat 

Actions by the model that moved into BtB. 
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RCT/DMG (X): If this model suffers Damage due to the Combat Action of an Enemy model, then 

it may immediately use this Reaction, unless it was KO’ed by the triggering Damage. 

RCT/DSP (X): If this model is moved due to a Displacement Effect, then after completing the 

Displacement Effect immediately resolve the Reaction. 

RCT/TGT (X): The triggering situation is when this model is declared as the Target of a Combat 

Action; resolve the Reaction before resolving the declared triggering Combat Action.  

(text box) 

Models Moving out of Range with Reactions: Some Reactions allow the Defending or Target model to 

move after a Combat Action is declared. If the Target/Defending model is no longer within range 

(whether BtB or listed range or other distance) then the AP are still spent by the Attacker, but the Action 

fails against the model using the Reaction. 

 

Aura X (AUR X): Usually applied to Effects with no Target or Enemy Defending model; the listed Effects 

only occur within the Aura which has a radius of X inches from the base of the model using the Action. If 

the same Aura Combat Action is used again within a Round, then the Effect(s) and any SFX generated 

supersede and replace the previously determined Effect(s) and SFX. Auras last until the following effects 

Phase. 

Instant (IST): Instant Combat Actions immediately apply their Effects and SFX to the Target (which is the 

model using the Action). 

Close Combat (CCM): Can only be used against models in BtB. 

Indirect (IND X): An Indirect Combat Action can be used against a single eligible Defender within X 

distance in inches of the Attacker. Indirect Combat Actions do not require Line of Sight (LOS).  

Overrun (OVR X): Overruns are resolved against all models in a straight line starting from the Attacker’s 

base which is as long as X and as wide as the Attacker’s base. Overruns require LOS to at least one 

Enemy model if any Enemy models are to be affected by the Combat Action. After completing all Action 

Rolls place the model using the Overrun  at the farthest end of the range X, or as close as possible 

avoiding Impassable and Dangerous Terrain. Move other models out of the way by the minimum 

distance required to place the model using the Overrun. 

Projectile (PRJ X): A Projectile can be used against a single eligible Defender within X distance in inches 

of the Attacker. Projectiles require Line of Sight (LOS). Attackers or Defenders involved in Projectile  

Pulse X (PLS X): Pulses affect all models within X inches of the base of the model using the Pulse Action. 

Pulses do not require Line of Sight and models that are affected are not considered Targets. Models 

using a Pulse are Immune to their own Action.  
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Ray (RAY X): Rays are resolved against all models in a straight line starting from the Attacker’s base 

which is as long as the listed X in inches, and as wide as the Attacker’s base. Rays require LOS to at least 

one Enemy model if any Enemy models are to be affected by the Action. Summon (SUM X): Summon is 

both an Action type (SUM) and an Effect (the listed Summon/X). A Summon is a Combat Action that 

places other models onto the battlefield, within the X inches of the model using the Action. Each 

Summon Action describes the things that it can Summon, usually a Token, and sometimes these may be 

explained on a separate card for Summons which represent Summoned Minion-type creatures. Except 

for Minions, most Summons will be Inanimate items (see Terrain for Inanimate rules). 

Throw (THR X): A Throw Action can only be used by a model in BtB with an Object, and can be used 

against a single eligible model within X inches. Throws require LOS to the Target. After resolving the 

Throw, the Attacking player places the Thrown Object in BtB with the Target model; any other models 

that are in the way of this are moved by the defending player the shortest distance so that they will not 

be under the Thrown Object. In addition, each time an Object is Thrown, it loses 1 Health.  

 

Summary: 

 Combat Actions have an AP Cost and require a successful Action Roll. 

 Up to two Actions may be Combined in a single Activation by one model/Minion card, as long as 

at least one of the Actions is a Movement Action; two Combat Actions cannot be Combined 

unless the model has a special rule allowing it. 

 LOS: If you can draw a line from the attacking model to any part of the defending model or its 

base then you have Line of Sight (LOS); if the model is partially obscured by Objects, Terrain, or 

other Models it benefits from In Cover; if the attacking model cannot trace a line to any part of 

the Target model as explained above, there is no LOS; the following Golden Rules should be 

observed at all times : assume LOS is present if it is unclear; assume that Defenders behind 

Cover are In Cover if in doubt. 

 

Effects 

Combat Actions are the means by which models influence their environment. Effects are primarily the 

results of successful Combat Actions, although some of these may be applied to a model regardless of 

success (for example, an Action may require that the model using it suffers Fatigue). 

Each Combat Action describes which Effects it causes and the Special Effects (SFX) available, chosen 

from the Combat Action’s SFX menu.  
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When an Action results in SFX, players have the option to not select them; however on a successful 

result the first Effect (listed in the Action Bar) must be applied. It is up to the Attacking player the order 

in which multiple Effects achieved are applied, including the first Effect and SFX. 

Generally, multiple results of the same Effect ‘stack’ meaning, for example, that a Combat Action 

causing Damage 1 and Damage 1 to a Target actually causes Damage 2. However, no matter how many 

Stun Effects are applied; the Condition is usually recovered in the subsequent Effects Phase, and models 

cannot suffer more than two Fatigues in a single Round. 

Some Powers may inflict Effects automatically on the Attacker or Defender with no Action Roll required 

which is explained in the specific Power description. 

When a Combat Action is successful apply Effects according to the rules below. 

Attack/X: The Target adds a number of dice equal to X to their Attacker Action Rolls. Bonuses from 

multiple Attack Effects stack. This Effect lasts until the following Effects Phase.  

Blast X: A template with radius X is placed with the center over the base of the Target model; after 

resolving the initial Action Roll, other models at least partially within the template area are also affected 

by the same Combat Action and a separate Action Roll is made applying Effects and SFX as usual, except 

that no further Blast X Effects/SFX are applied. If the Action Roll against the first model is failed, then the 

opposing player may move the center of the Blast by up to 2 inches. A Blast is not repositioned if further 

Action Rolls are failed. Attackers using a Blast that resolves Action Rolls with their J are Immune to 

their own Action.  

Damage X: The Defender loses X Health. A model that loses all of its Health is KO’ed (see Conditions). 

Defend/X: The Target adds a number of dice equal to X to their Defender Action Rolls. Bonuses from 

multiple Defend Effects stack. This Effect lasts until the following Effects Phase.  

Displacement: There are four Displacement Effects (Grab & Throw; Knockback; Pull; and Shift); they are 

grouped together as some models will have special interactions with all Displacements (such as due to 

being Immune/Displacement Effects for example). When moving a model due to Displacement Effect, it 

cannot be moved through other models, Objects or Structures, and will stop if they contact Terrain or 

another model. If the Displacement Effect is Self/X, then the treat Attacker as Defender and Defender as 

Attacker in the description of the Effect except for Self/Shift which simply allows the Attacker to move 

the Attacker. 

Grab & Throw: If on a 40mm base or smaller, the Defender suffers other listed Effects and SFX 

are applied, and the Attacker may then immediately use their Throw Combat Action, Throwing 

the Defender as an Object (Thrown model), but applying no extra Damage to the Thrown model. 

This is an exception to the normal limit of one Combat Action per Turn. This Throw cannot be 

used to Throw an alternative Object as a result of Grab & Throw. Once the Throw Action Roll is 
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resolved, any SFX from the Throw may be divided as desired by the Attacking player between 

the Defender and the Thrown model. 

Knockback X: The Defender is moved X inches directly away from the Attacker; for Knockback 

from Blasts the Defender is moved directly away from the center of the Blast. 

Pull X: The Defender is moved X inches directly towards the Attacker; for Pull from Blasts the 

Defender is moved towards the center of the Blast, with the leading edge of their base moving 

no further than the center of the Blast area. 

Shift X: The Defender is moved X inches in a direction chosen by the Attacker. 

Extra Target X: Apply the listed basic Effect and no SFX to another model within X inches of the original 

Defender. Each model can only be affected by a single Extra Target Effect per Action Roll. 

Fatigue: A model can suffer Fatigue twice before it can no longer use Movement Actions in the current 

Round. To make it easier to remember, each time a model suffers Fatigue, turn its card by 90 degrees. 

Remove all Fatigue in the subsequent Effects Phase; a model choosing to suffer Fatigue from using an 

Action or the Power Up Combat Bonus or any similar cause, can only do so if it is has enough capacity to 

suffer Fatigue – it cannot do so if it has already suffered Fatigue twice in the current Round. If a model 

suffers Fatigue more than twice in the current Round, no additional penalties are suffered. If a model 

has already suffered Fatigue twice in the current Round it cannot use any Actions that include 

Self/Fatigue. 

Follow Up: After resolving this Combat Action the Attacker may immediately use a single other available 

Combat Action at the usual costs, subject to the model's AP Limit. 

Heal X: The Defender regains X Health, up their starting maximum. 

Mind Control: The Defender may immediately be forced to perform a single eligible Action, if they have 

enough AP Limit and/or Fatigue remaining. The AP cost is paid from the Attacking Team’s AP Pool and 

counts against the Defending model’s AP Limit; any Fatigue is applied against the Defender subjected to 

Mind Control. 

Power Down X: Remove X Power Up dice from the Defender; if X exceeds remaining Power Up dice, all 

are removed.  

Power Up X: The Target gains X Power Up dice; each Power Up die may be spent to increase the number 

of dice used for an Action Roll, discarding the die after the result is determined. There is no limit to the 

number of Power Up dice that may be used on a single roll. Power Up dice remain until used or 

discarded. 

Self/Damage, Fatigue or Stun: See Self X below; in addition Self/Damage X, Self/Fatigue and Self/Stun 

are always applied to the Attacking model, whether they win the associated Action Roll or not. 

Self/Damage X, Self/Fatigue  or Self/Stun are only applied once per Action Roll. 
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Self/X: This is a qualifier added to other Effects; this listed Effect (X) is applied to the Attacking model. 

For example, Self/Fatigue means the Attacker is Fatigued. Self/X is only applied once per use of an 

Action, regardless of how many Defenders/Targets there may be etc. Using the same Action as a 

Combined Action still counts as two separate Actions for this purpose. 

Special/X: Some Effects are unique, so are described on the appropriate model’s card, with the 

description (X) listed below the associated Action. 

Spectral: The Defender becomes Spectral. Spectral models are Immune/ F, G, I, and H Combat 

Actions and cannot use F, G, I, and H Combat Actions and the model’s Movement Type changes to 

Blink; Spectral lasts until the next Effects Phase. Spectral models may not be Burdened, do not count for 

Mobbing and do not score AGP. 

Summon/X: Summon model X which may be a Token or Minion. 

Suppress X: The Defender reduces the number of dice it rolls for Action Rolls by the total of Suppress X 

applied to it, to a minimum of 1 die. Suppress lasts until the following Effects Phase. 

Stun: The Defender is considered Stunned for all purposes (may only move as though it had Sprint 

Movement Type) and is an Easy Target (see Conditions). Stun is removed in the subsequent Effects 

Phase; Stun is applied after the Action Roll causing it is resolved. 

Weak/X: The Defender is considered Weak against X until the following Effects Phase. If the model is 

already Weak to X no extra benefit is gained. 

 

Combat Bonuses 

Combat Bonuses arise from in-game situations that can provide advantages and bonuses to your models 

– the positions that you deploy or move them to can allow them to unleash even more devastating 

attacks or perhaps survive against overwhelming odds. 

When determining Combat Bonuses to be applied to an Action Roll, Attackers declare their Combat 

Bonuses first before Defenders declare their own, which includes the decision to use Power Ups. 

 

Easy Target: When Attacking an Easy Target (such as a Stunned model), add +1 die to the Action Roll of 

the Attacker.  

Higher Ground: If the base of your model is at a height above the opposing Attacker or Defender’s base 

equal to or greater than the diameter of their base, then add +1 die to your model’s Action Roll. This 

bonus is always applied to model with Flight involved in an Action Roll. A model with Wall Crawling and 

in BtB with a Structure or other Terrain Feature may claim Higher Ground. 
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In Cover: To qualify as being In Cover a Defending model must be behind intervening Terrain;  unless 

otherwise noted, other Supremes, Monsters and Minions do not count as ‘Cover’. Monsters, models on 

80mm bases or larger, Objects, and Structures never benefit from In Cover bonuses. In Cover provides a 

bonus to I only against Combat Actions other than those used in BtB. 

• Typical Cover – add +1 die to the Defender Action Roll (Typical includes Flimsy and Solid 

materials – see the section describing Terrain). 

• Reinforced Cover – if your cover is particularly tough or solid, such as bank vaults, alien 

metal or re-enforced bunkers etc.., add +2 dice to the Defender Action Roll. 

 

Mobbing: Models gain a +1 die Mobbing Bonus in BtB if there are more Friendly than Enemy models in 

BtB with the Enemy model involved in the Action Roll. Mobbing cannot be applied to Combat Actions 

with a Target Number (T#). 

Momentum: Add +1 die to the Action Roll when Combining a Combat Action with a Movement Action 

to Attack a model in BtB. A model cannot gain Momentum if it began the current Activation in BtB with 

any Enemy model. Models with Bounding add an extra +1 die, for a total of +2 dice if they benefit from 

Momentum. Momentum cannot be applied to Combat Actions with a Target Number (T#) and does not 

apply to subsequent Combat Actions following the initial Combat Action that is combined with the 

Movement Action. 

For example, Chronin uses her Flurry Combat Action and achieves a Flurry of Blows SFX; the first 

Flurry benefitted from Momentum, but the subsequent Flurry Combat Action from Flurry of 

Blows does not. 

Power Up: If a model has Power Up dice available, it may use these as desired for Action Rolls; once 

each is used and the roll(s) resolved, it is discarded. 

Size Matters: If the base of your model is larger than the opposing model’s base, add +1 die to the 

Action Roll. The bonus only applies against multiple models if it would apply against each individual 

model. 

Smash It Up: Models with Smash/Power Smash or Takedown/Power Takedown Combat Actions may 

use Objects they are in BtB with to add more hitting power! Smash It Up is used to add +1 die to those 

Actions when used in BtB. To benefit the Attacker must also be in BtB with an Object or must have 

contacted an Object during its own movement Action within the same Activation that Smash It Up is 

used. The Object suffers Damage 1 and must be placed in BtB with both Attacker and Defender or as 

near as possible equally between both after the Combat Action is resolved. 

Strong: If a Combat Action lists Strong in its Action Bar, then the Attacker rolls an extra +1 die against 

Targets that have the listed Descriptor. 
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Weakness: If a Defender is Weak to your X (where X is a Descriptor) then as the Attacker you add +1 die 

when making an Action Roll.  

 

Summarized Combat Bonuses 

Attacker/Defender Dice Bonuses: 

Higher Ground (height difference equal to or greater than Attacker base diameter): +1 die. 

Mobbing (more Friendly models than Enemy models in BtB with the Attacker/Defender): +1 die. 

Power Up (spend available Power Up dice; apply any or all available dice to an Action Roll, 

discarding once the roll is resolved): +1 die per Power Up ‘spent’. 

Size Matters (your model has a larger base size): +1 die. 

 

Attacker Only Dice Bonuses: 

Easy Target (e.g. Target is Stunned): +1 die. 

Momentum (a Combat Action in BtB combined with a Movement Action): +1 die. 

Bounding (bonus to Momentum): +1 die. 

Smash It Up: (models with Smash or Takedown Combat Actions using an Object in BtB): +1 die. 

Strong (against listed Element, Origin, Type or Role): +1 die. 

Weakness (if the Defender is Weak to X): +1 die. 

 

Defender Only Dice Bonuses: 

In Cover: Typical Cover adds +1 die; Reinforced Cover adds +2 dice. 
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CHAPTER 6: Battlefield Conditions & Statuses 

The Combat Actions Chapter covers the basics of how Combat Actions work (Action Rolls), and what 

they do (Effects). This chapter describes general situations relating to individual models, how some of 

their personal rules are applied or how they interact with others. 

Battlefield Conditions describe the consequences after various actions are resolved. 

Finally, some Supremes have certain intrinsic capabilities that affect how Actions are resolved; these are 

covered by their own Powers and Actions, and there are some basic rules that are applied in a number 

of ways; these basic rules are known as Statuses.  

 

Battlefield Conditions 

Battlefield Conditions (also called Conditions) are in-game situations that occur as a consequence of 

model positions or after some Effect results are applied during an Encounter. Below are rules for the 

various Battlefield Conditions that may take place. 

Base to Base (BtB): A model whose base is touching the base of an Enemy model is considered to be in 

BtB with that model. BtB models may use Combat Actions against each other.  

Falling: A model plunging down from a height is considered to be Falling. Models with Wall Crawling, 

Blink or Flight Movement Types are Immune/ Fall. A Supreme (and only a Supreme, because Minions 

and Citizens lack the courage!) may voluntarily Fall from any height by using any Movement Action. 

Intentional Falling due to a Movement Action may not be Combined with any other Actions unless used 

with Wall Crawling, Blink or Flight Movement Types, in which case count the distance moved as the 

horizontal distance before and after the Fall, which allows the range of the Fall to be extended up the 

Movement distance. 

Measure the Fall distance in inches – the Fall Action Roll is made with an additional 1d6 per full 3 inches 

of Fall distance. A Falling model is automatically subjected to the Fall Action (unless Immune/ Fall) and 

is treated as the Defender, choosing which of G or I to use with the following Action Bar (the opposing 

player rolls as the Attacker): 

AP 0 Fall (RCT/Special – Fall, F 5 vs. G or I, Stun) SFX: Damage 1 

If a Falling model Falls onto the base of, or into BtB with, another model, the other model is subjected to 

Crash.  

AP 0 Crash (RCT/Special – Crash, G 5 vs. G or I, Stun) SFX: Damage 1 
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Measure the Fall distance in inches – the Crash Action Roll is made with an additional 1d6 per full 3 

inches of Fall distance. After resolving any applicable Fall Action Rolls, if models do not quite fit into the 

available space, move the Falling model by the shortest distance so that the Falling model meets the 

requirement of BtB with the scenery and models it Fell onto.  

KO’ed: When a model has lost all of its Health, it is considered to be KO’ed and is removed from the 

board as a casualty and it no longer contributes to Action Pool Calculation, can no longer use its Powers, 

and it cannot score any further Agenda Points. 

Stunned: Stunned models are Easy Targets (see Combat Bonuses) and replace their Movement Type 

with Sprint until Stunned is removed in the subsequent Effects Phase. 

 

Statuses 

Statuses are ongoing abilities that apply to individual models. Statuses affect how a model’s own rules 

operate and are not usually the result of Effects, but may govern how Actions work, or the choices that 

may be made with the model. 

Excluded: A Combat Action that has Excluded will not affect models that the listed Descriptor applies to. 

Immune: You are unaffected by the specific Element, Effect, Combat Bonus, Condition, Origin, Type or 

Role listed. For example, a model that is Immune/Displacement Effects cannot be subject to any 

Displacement Effect (Knockback, Pull or Shift); the model could be moved by other means (such as their 

own Movement Actions) but not by Displacement Effects. 

Limited:  A Limited Combat Action only affects Targets that have the listed Descriptor; other Targets are 

Immune to that Combat Action. 

Shapeshift/X: During any Activation with this model you may Fatigue it to Shapeshift into model ‘X’ – 

replace this model’s card with that of X. Both this model and X use the same Health track, and any 

lasting Effects that are applied to one form affect both forms. In addition, any Fatigue or AP expenditure 

applies to both forms. Models with Shapeshift may start in whichever model form is preferred. 

Strong: See Combat Bonuses. 

Weakness: See Combat Bonuses. 
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CHAPTER 7: The City 

Pulp City is like a living organism where your Supremes will have a chance to affect it in more than one 

way, whether ripping up street signs to pummel an adversary, or tearing down apartment blocks.  

This chapter outlines some of the rules of how your models will interact with the city and the Citizens 

who live there. 

When setting up scenery for the battlefield, players should agree which terrain pieces are Objects or 

Structures, and if there are any areas of Dangerous Terrain. There are some decisions to be made on 

each of these terrain pieces, but doing so should be straightforward if following the guidelines in this 

chapter. 

 

Terrain 

The battlefield where your Encounters will take place is not just a nice backdrop for your Supreme 

miniatures; in Pulp City the streets are full of lethal weapons and every building might be a deadly trap 

laid by your foes. 

Before you ask, yes, every bit of scenery you place on the table may either be destroyed or used against 

you or your enemies. 

 

(text box) 

Inanimate: all Terrain is considered Inanimate, unless otherwise stated. Anything that is Inanimate is 

Immune/Damage from Combat Actions using J or K Attacker Traits. 

 

Terrain is defined according to three classifications: 

Objects: These are things that can be picked up and used as weapons (using Throw Actions), or may be 

the Target of certain Plots and Agendas. 

Structures: If it is a part of the scenery, can be Damaged, and cannot be moved, then it is a Structure.  

Objects and Structures are defined with a G Trait and Health, and are detailed in the following sections. 

The G Trait for Structures and Objects is treated like a T#. 

Areas: Sometimes scenery cannot be Damaged, but will have an impact on an Encounter such as 

presenting its own threat; such terrain is covered in the sections describing Dangerous Terrain. 
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(text box) 

Summoned Terrain: Some models have Combat Actions that allow them to place Summoned Terrain; 

Summoned Terrain is treated according to the Terrain rules but any Summoned Terrain is removed if the 

model whose Combat Action brought it into play is KO’ed.  

 

Structures 

Structures are defined by whether they are Open or Enclosed; the material of which they are 

constructed (Flimsy, Solid and Reinforced); and their size (Small, Medium or Large). 

Models move through Open Structures as normal; Open Structures would be ruins, stone circles and the 

like.  

Unless your scenery is detailed inside, follow these rules for Enclosed Structures: models may move 

inside Enclosed Structures if their movement will allow them to move a distance into the Structure – 

assume walls are smashed aside if no entrance if readily available. Models inside an Enclosed Structure 

may not use Actions requiring LOS against Defenders outside the same Structure. Position can be 

tracked by placing the model on the roof if possible. 

Movement: Enclosed Structures adjust how some Movement Types work within them: 

Flight: This Movement Types cannot be used in an Enclosed Structure (models with Flight revert 

to the Sprint Movement Type while in an Enclosed Structure). 

Wall Crawling: Models with Wall Crawling are by definition in BtB with a Structure when inside 

an Enclosed Structure, so will benefit from Higher Ground except against other Wall Crawling 

models.  

Material determines the G Trait of an individual Structure and should be self-explanatory from a simple 

glance at the scenery item; most Structures will be Solid. In relation to the In Cover Condition, Flimsy 

and Solid Structures are considered Typical Cover, and Reinforced Structures provide Reinforced Cover. 

 Flimsy G 5: for example wood or corrugated iron. 

 Solid G 7: for example rock, stone, brick, concrete or steel; most urban buildings are in this 

category, as well as temples deep within South American jungles. 

 Reinforced: G 9: for example bank vaults, alien super-alloys, bomb-proofed bunkers etc. 

Players should agree before the beginning of the Encounter what sizes their Structures are, and the type 

of material that has been used to make them.  
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Alternatively if players cannot agree on size, then as a rule of thumb add up the height, length and width 

in inches; if the total is 10 inches or less, then the Structure is Small; if the total is more than 10 inches 

but less than 25 inches then the Structure is Medium size; and if more than 25 inches consider the 

Structure to be Large. 

Small Structure: 3 Health. 

Medium Structure: 6 Health. 

Large Structure: 9 Health. 

Models on the roof of a KO’ed building are subjected to Fall damage from the full height of the building. 

Models inside a KO’d building are subjected to Crash damage with a height equal to the buildings 

greatest dimension. 

Example: a Typical Medium Building is destroyed with a model inside and one on the roof. The 

building is 8 inches high, 10 wide and 5 deep.  The model on the roof will suffer a Fall Action Roll 

with a height of 8 inches. The model inside will suffer a Crash Action Roll with height of 10 

inches. 

 

Impassible Terrain 

Appearing rarely in games of Pulp City, Impassable Terrain is something that prohibits normal 

movement. The thick walls of a bunker may need to be destroyed or opened by special means before 

your Team can move inside. A quantum rift is a rip in the space-time continuum and no sane Supreme 

would try to cross it. 

Players need to agree whether or not a piece of Impassable Terrain has a defined height and can be 

moved over subject to the rules below. No normal Sprint or Wall Crawling movement is possible 

through Impassable Terrain, but certain Movement Types may come in handy for getting around 

Impassable Terrain. 

Blink: Models with this Movement Type are Immune/Impassable Terrain if their movement is sufficient 

to clear the terrain piece. 

Flight: If the Impassable Terrain has a fixed height, then a model with this Movement Type is 

Immune/Impassable Terrain if their horizontal movement is sufficient to clear the terrain piece. 
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Dangerous Terrain 

Some regions of the battle-zone may be considered Dangerous Terrain. These locations could represent 

acid pools, lava flows, piranha shoals or any number of natural or unnatural threats from the 

environment.  

Dangerous Terrain - should be defined and agreed upon by the players before the game begins. When 

defining Dangerous Terrain, players should decide if it is ‘merely’ Dangerous or if it is Very Dangerous. 

Supremes may voluntarily move into Dangerous Terrain; Minions and Citizens never move into 

Dangerous Terrain except through involuntary means such as Displacement Effects. 

Dangerous Terrain may cause Damage and other Effects to any model entering it based on an Action 

Roll. The first Action Roll is made when a model enters BtB with Dangerous Terrain, voluntarily or not, 

and further Action Rolls occur in the Effects Phase of every subsequent Round while a model remains in 

BtB with the Area of Dangerous Terrain.  

H Type Dangerous Terrain: Pools of burning lava; nuclear waste dumps; burning buildings; minefields; 

ice-storms; exploding fungi; or Necroplane death-rays.  

F Type Dangerous Terrain: Graveyards with rising zeds; Ulthar Sagittarius spike traps; swarms of giant 

ants; robotic tentacles guarding a Coven base; a meteor fall; or walls of blades. 

Resolve Dangerous Terrain Action Rolls rolling 2d6 for Dangerous Terrain and 4d6 for Very Dangerous 

Terrain using the appropriate Action Bar (the opposing player rolls as the Attacker); tied results cause 

no Effects or SFX:  

H Type Dangerous Terrain (RC/BtB, H 5 vs. G, Damage 1) SFX:  Damage 1, Fatigue. 

F Type Dangerous Terrain: (RC/BtB, F 5 vs. G, Damage 1) SFX:  Damage 1, Stun. 

 

Terrain Manipulation 

Objects 

Objects  are things that can be picked up by certain Supremes and used as weapons (using Throw 

Actions). Objects are defined by Rank (Rank 1 - Small; Rank 2 - Medium; or Rank 3 - Large).  

Each time an Object is Manipulated, it suffers 1 Damage; they can also be Damaged by Combat Actions - 

all Objects have G 5. 
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Rank 1 - Small Object: 1 Health. Examples include street lamps, bikes, trash cans, shopping carts, street 

signs, small traffic lights. Requires F 1-4. 

Rank 2 - Medium Object: 2 Health. Examples include cars, dumpsters, phone booths, motor bikes, small 

boats, trees, empty shipping containers, everything up to the size of a van. Requires F 5-7. 

Rank 3 - Large Object: 3 Health. Examples include helicopters, fighter planes, airliners, trucks, alien 

flying saucers, massive trees like giant redwoods, loaded shipping containers, battle tanks. Requires F8-

10. 

Each time an Object is Thrown (used in conjunction with a THR Combat Action), it suffers Damage 1. 

Therefore an Object can be Thrown only as many times as its Rank, assuming it is not Damaged by other 

means. 

 

Citizens 

When Heroes and Villains clash, there is usually no time to evacuate the Citizens of Pulp City. 

Consequently the brave folk of the city have witnessed Supreme violence, invasions from space and 

beneath the earth, marauding Monsters, all time and again.  

Golden Plaza is always a hive of social activity, filled with many passers-by as well as workers going to or 

leaving work. Even when an Encounter takes place in the ruins of the burnt out Ashville Asylum there is 

a chance that some thrill-seekers could be visiting the site. A passenger boat could spill its hapless 

human cargo onto Kodo Island. Unwary Citizens could be drawn into the maelstrom of a quantum 

storm. There are always explanations as to why Citizens are in the midst of a Supreme battle. 

In game terms, Citizens are represented by special Citizen Tokens or by suitable miniatures on 30 mm 

bases. Citizens may be Targeted just like any other model, and are considered to have Traits of 1 and 

Health 1 (see the Citizen card for more information), and neither Friendly nor Enemy to any other 

models, and the following Power: 

Survival Instincts:  If a Citizen (including Agenda Citizens) rolls a 6 when Defending an Action 

Roll it will always remain in play with 1 Health regardless of the totals of the Action Roll or 

Effects/ SFX achieved. 

If at least one of the players wants to play the Encounter with Citizens on the board, Citizens will be 

placed after Terrain is set up, but before any Supremes are deployed. The number of Citizens is usually 

equal to the Encounter level. If all players agree this number could be doubled to represent a battlefield 

particularly crowded with unwitting Citizens. It could also be halved to represent just a few unwitting 

souls caught in the mayhem. 
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To place the Citizens, each player rolls 1d6, the highest wins; keep re-rolling any ties until a winner is 

decided. Some Plots may indicate that one player places all Citizens, in which case follow that guidance. 

Citizens are placed anywhere at least 3 inches from other Citizens and at least 1 inch away from 

Deployment Zones and any Impassable or Dangerous Terrain. The winner of the roll places the first 

Citizen and the second is placed by the opposing player or according to a placement order decided by 

the winning player if there are more than two players.  

The second player then places a Citizen according to the restrictions above, and placement continues to 

follow the alternating order until all Citizens are placed. If no Citizen can be placed according to the 

restrictions above, then a Citizen may be placed in BtB with another Citizen.  

In each Round, at the end of the Effects Phase, after all new Powers and Effects have been resolved, 

Citizens get their chance to act. They either make a Sprint 4 movement (do not worry about Fatigue) or 

stay where they are, following the guidelines below. To represent a Citizen’s self-preservation instinct, 

the following rules apply: 

 If within 4 inches of a Hero (but not Hero/Villain) Supreme, the controller of the nearest Hero 

may move the Citizen up to 4 inches in any direction as per the Sprint Movement Type, unless a 

Monster is also within 4 inches of the Citizen.  

 If within 4 inches of a Monster or not within 4 inches of a Hero Supreme, a Citizen moves 4 

inches as Sprint directly towards the closest table edge while avoiding BtB with Dangerous 

Terrain, and making sure it does not end up closer to any Supreme, Monster or Minion than it 

began. If this is not possible, the Citizen remains in place. 

 Citizens will never voluntarily walk into Dangerous Terrain, or move in such a way that they are 

subject to Falling; they can be subject to Falling due to Action Effects however. 

 Once a Citizen is in BtB with a table edge, remove it from the game. For the purposes of any 

Plots or Agendas, it is considered Saved. 

 

Both Heroes and Villains have special ways of affecting Citizens during a Game Round using special 

Actions – Beacon of Hope and Terrorize; Hero/Villains may use either Action. All Supremes gain access 

to following Actions depending on their Faction: 

AP 1 Beacon of Hope (Heroes Only) (PLS K /  K vs. G, Limited/Citizens, Pull 4) SFX: Shift 1. 

AP 1 Terrorize (Villains Only) (PLS K /K vs. G/ Limited/Citizens, Knockback 4) SFX: Shift 1. 

Special: Citizens moved through use of these Effects will not endanger themselves by moving into any 

Dangerous Terrain or to suffer Falling. Terrorize or Beacon of Hope may be used by each Team only 

once in a Game Round. 
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CHAPTER 8: Plots and Agendas 

Pulp City is a game of battles among Supremes. Each and every Supreme has powers and abilities that 

allow you to shape the conflict and create unique and interesting Encounters.  

Encounters in Pulp City always serve a purpose; because of this, Pulp City can be played a number of 

ways. If you want a quick game or are just learning the rules you can play a simple Smackdown! Once 

you’ve mastered the basics or just want a more customized game, choose one of the more advanced 

plotlines. Additionally most Plots have variations you can use to change things up even further. This 

gives you a large number of ways to play the game.  

Plots can be customized further with Agendas – think of Agendas as sub-plots; key storylines that are 

not the primary focus of a clash of Supremes but that reflect the smaller stories playing out during an 

Encounter as old grudges are settled or Supremes become distracted by their own personal goals. 

 

Getting Ready For a Pulp City Encounter 

To play a game, proceed with the following in this order. 

1. Agree on an Encounter Level. 

2. Choose your Team, both Supremes and Minions. 

3. Determine the Plot. 

4. (Optionally) Choose Agendas. 

5. Set up all Plot and Agenda related items (Agenda Terrain and Tokens). 

6. Set up the playing area scenery (Terrain). 

7.  (Optionally) Deploy Citizens. 

8. Make a Starting Roll (without any Master Plan available) to determine the order to deploy the 

Teams. 

9. Deploy Teams. 

10. Proceed with the First Round’s Starting Roll. 

BOX: Deploying Supremes and Minions 

Before both sides place their models on the table, make a Starting Roll following standard rules with one 

exception: there is no Master Plan possible for this roll. 
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The winner of the Roll decides which player will deploy their Supremes first. Players then deploy their miniatures; 

except for any Infiltrators. Models are deployed into their Deployment Zone (DZ). 

DZ’s are areas along opposing table edges that are at least 18 inches apart. 

Once all players have deployed all their non-Infiltrators the first player places any Infiltrators, followed by the 

second player. 

 

Winning a Pulp City Encounter 

This chapter outlines plenty of ways to make your Pulp City games enjoyable, by using the Plots and 

Agendas that are included here. 

No matter which Plot you choose, most Encounters will have a winner and loser. In some rare cases the 

game will end up in a tie; sometimes the odds are truly even! 

Through accomplishing various goals of the Plots and Agendas, your team will score or lose Agenda 

Points (AGP). The Encounter is over either when the limit of Rounds has run out (usually after the 6th 

Round) or when one Team’s Supremes are all KO’ed, or if one team runs out of AP Pool. If the latter 

happens, finish the current Round and then end the Encounter. 

Once the Encounter ends, all sides calculate their Agenda Points. The Team that scored the most is the 

winner. 

 

Burdened  

Some Plots and Agendas require a Supreme to pick up and move an item or person from place to place; 

usually an Agenda Marker). Where rules allow an Agenda Marker to be moved, a Supreme can become 

Burdened with the Agenda Marker by moving into BtB with the Agenda Marker and applying Fatigue to 

pick it up. While Burdened a model can only use the Sprint Movement Type. When picked up the 

Agenda Marker is also known as a Burden. 

During the Effects Phase of every Round a Supreme may immediately apply Fatigue to remain Burdened, 

otherwise place the Agenda Marker anywhere in BtB with the model that was carrying it, except into 

Impassable Terrain. A model may only voluntarily drop a Burden during the Effects Phase of a Round. 

A model can be forced to drop a Burden as a result of an Enemy Action. Any Action that causes a 

Supreme to suffer 3+ Damage in a single attack, and/or suffer Stunned or a Displacement Effect will 

cause a model to drop a Burden. When an Enemy Action causes your model to drop a Burden the player 

whose model triggered the dropping of the Burden may place the Burden in BtB with your model. If 

dropped, the Burden is placed before any Displacement Effect is resolved. 
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Plots 

Plots are the heart and soul of a Pulp City Encounter. A game of Pulp City is like a high-octane action 

movie, but even an action movie needs a Plot.  

Action Plots set the stage for the dramatic stuff that follows and determine the conditions for which 

Team wins the day. Supremes can wallop each other all day but that can get boring quickly. Action Plots 

provide a framework for creating the story behind the action and violence. 

Typically Heroes and Villains battle each other over the fate of Pulp City. In the dark shadows of Pulp 

City it is all too common to see violence between rival Villain groups spill out into the streets. Sometimes 

clashing egos or differing political agendas can cause even the most noble of Hero Teams to fight 

amongst themselves. 

The Plots table is repeated here for convenience; roll d6 to determine which Plot is used: 

1. Smackdown! 

2. Quest 

3. King of the Hill 

4. Battle for the Block 

5. Smackdown! 

6. Quest! 

 

PLOT 1: Smackdown! 

Goal: Eliminate your enemies. 

Ends: After the 6th Round or when all Teams but one are either fully KO’ed or out of AP.  

Story: It’s the oldest story in the world. When words fail and diplomacy is no longer an option, violence 

erupts.  

Supremes meet, and Supremes fight – it is as simple as that, and may the city beware. 

A Smackdown! is a simple battle where the Supremes are simply trying to wipe the other team out. 
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Agenda Points: At the end of the Encounter each Team scores 1 AGP for each Enemy Supreme Level 

currently KO’ed. If there were more than 2 Teams involved, each Team gets AGP only for those models 

they personally KO’ed. 

 

PLOT 2: Quest 

Goal: Gain control of a very important item. 

Ends: After the 6th Round 

Story: Something of value is lost on the streets of Pulp City. Maybe it fell to earth from the heavens. 

Maybe retreating invaders left it behind. Maybe it was placed in the open for the amusement of 

Mysterious Man.  Wherever this thing is, victory goes to the Team in possession of it. 

The Agenda Marker itself could be almost anything. Possibilities include radioactive material, a secret 

formula, scientific data or plans for a doomsday weapon. On the other hand it could be something more 

arcane like ancient spells, magical amulets, or maps to hidden cities under the earth.  

Extra Rules: Place a round 30mm Agenda Marker in the center of the table or as close as possible as 

agreed by both players; this must not be in Impassable Terrain. Nothing prevents you from placing it 

atop a building, or other Structure. No Supreme may become Burdened with the Quest Agenda Marker 

until the Third Round of the game.  

Agenda Points: A Team gains 1 AGP per Encounter Level if they are Burdened with the Quest Agenda 

Marker and the model is in their own deployment zone at the end of the Encounter.   

A Team which has a model anywhere outside their deployment zone and has a model Burdened with 

the Quest Agenda Marker at the end of the Encounter gains ½ AGP per Encounter Level.  

If the Quest Agenda Marker is not Burdening a model, a Team earns ½ AGP per Encounter Level if it is in 

their deployment zone. 

Variants: If both players agree you may alter the standard Quest Plot by using one of these variants. If 

both players don’t agree just play the standard version of the Plot. 

The Shell Game: There are three possible Quest Agenda Markers but only one is the real thing. 

Place one Agenda Marker in the middle of the table as normal and an additional Agenda Marker 

8 inches to the left and right of the middle Agenda Marker along the center of the table. In the 

Effects Phase of the Third Round player 1 rolls 1d6, on a 1-2 the left most Token is real, 3-4 the 

middle Token is real, 5-6 the right most Token is real. Remove the fake Agenda Markers from 

the board. Once revealed you may become Burdened with the Agenda Marker. 

Air Drop: No Agenda Marker is placed at the begging of the game. Instead on the Effects Phase 

of the Third Round the first Player will roll to see where the Token lands. Using the center of the 
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table as the origin point, then roll 1d6 for direction, doubling the result; apply the result as if 

towards hours of a clock-face, with 12 being directly towards your opponent’s Deployment Zone 

for direction. Then roll 1d6 for every 6 Levels of the Encounter, or part thereof, adding the total 

and place the Token that many inches in the indicated direction.   

Armored Car: The Agenda Marker is locked up inside an armored vehicle. Place an appropriate 

model to represent the Armored Car in the center of the table. The Car is considered a Structure 

with Defense 9 and 6 Health. Once the Car is KO’ed models may become Burdened with the 

Agenda Marker. 

 

PLOT 3: King of the Hill 

Goal: Gain control of key locations. 

Ends: After the 6th Round. 

Story: Heroes and Villains alike feel the need to expand the areas they dominate and set up shop in new 

locations. Heroes may set up small sub-bases in the community, staging points for their operations or 

places where Citizens in need may contact them and seek help. Villains may be looking to set-up safe 

houses or places where underlings can keep an eye on their bosses’ local assets and operations. 

Inevitably, the prime locations will appeal to all sides, and the battle for real-estate will be on. 

Extra Rules: Trace the line that divides the table into two player sides. 

Place one round 30 mm Token 1/3 of the distance along the line and from one neutral edge or corner, 

and another one 2/3 of the distance along the same. Those are the Power Spots that your team will try 

to control. 

Agenda Points: At the end of each Game Round, the team with more Supremes (excluding KO’ed 

models for any reason) in BtB with each Power Spot controls that Power Spot and gains 1 AGP per 6 

Encounter Levels or part thereof for controlling it. In the case of draw, neither Team scores. 

Variants: If both players agree you may alter the standard King of the Hill Plot by using one of these 

variants. If both players don’t agree just play the standard version of the Plot. 

Roof Top Scramble: Place a Medium or Large building Structure in the center of the Table. 

Beginning on the Third Round a Team earns 2 AGP per 6 Encounter Levels or part thereof for 

controlling the building. 

Shifting Stones: Place the Power Spots as normal. Beginning in the Effects Phase of Round 2 

each player, beginning with the player that won the Starting Roll, may Shift one Power Spot 1d6 

inches. Power Spots can never be closer than 10 inches from each other. Controlling the Power 

Spot earns 1 AGP per 6 Encounter Levels as normal. 
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King of the Mountain: Place a large Hill or other natural obstruction in the center of the table. 

The Hill should have a diameter of at least 8 inches and no more than 10 inches. The Hill should 

be considered Dangerous Terrain and is F 5 vs. G. Team that has more Supreme Levels 

(excluding KO’ed models for any reason) in BtB with each Power Spot controls that Power Spot 

and gains 1 AGP per 6 Encounter Levels or part thereof for controlling it. 

 

PLOT 4: Battle for the Block 

Goal: Gain control of territory. 

Ends: After the 6th Round. 

Story: Territory is arguably the most valuable resource to many Supremes. Heroes and Villains will set 

out to control new areas to expand their operations and their influence. For Heroes this may be about 

Marketing and Public Relations, cleaning up bad neighborhoods for the greater good. Other times it’s 

about protecting the world from dark magic or dangerous technology hidden behind a peaceful façade. 

Villains are always seeking an edge in their plans for world domination. Sometimes this is a slum rife 

with new customers or new recruits. Sometimes gaining turf allows access to hidden magic, dark portals 

or forgotten laboratories. At other times all Villains need is an out of the way place to construct a new 

lair.  

Whatever the reasons, what is important is a careful survey of potential new territory. Rival Factions 

race to explore the limits of this valuable area and try and keep their rivals out. 

Extra Rules: Divide the table into quarters. Each of the quarters holds its own strategic value. 

Agenda Points: At the end of the Encounter, each Team gets 1 AGP for each 4 Levels of Encounter or 

part thereof, for controlling a quarter. A quarter is controlled if it is occupied by more non-KO’ed 

Supreme models from that Team. A model located in more than one quarter counts for the purposes of 

this calculation as being only in one (where most of its base is, if this still doesn’t solve the issue, the 

controlling player has to make the call). Supremes that are represented by multiple models treat each 

model individually to determine control of quarters. 

Variants: If both players agree you may alter the standard Battle for the Block by using one of these 

variants. If both players don’t agree just play the standard version of the Plot. 

End Zones: Rather than seeking to control sections of the board players are attempting to 

defend their deployment zones while invading their opponent’s zone. At the end of each Game 

Round a team earns 1 AGP per full 4 Levels of the Encounter if there are no Enemy models in 

their Deployment Zone.  A Team also earns 1/2 AGP per level of the Encounter if they have any 

models in the Enemy Deployment Zone.  
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Urban Warfare: Place a Medium or Large building Structure in each of the four quarters of the 

board. Score this variant as normal but instead of controlling the table quarter you most control 

the Structure in each quarter.  

Resource War: Place a 30mm Resource Agenda Marker in the center of each board quarter. A 

model may be burdened with a Resource Agenda Marker as normal. At the end of the Game 

Score 1 AGP for each 4 Levels of the Encounter or part thereof, for having a Resource Agenda 

Marker in a quarter you control.  

  

Agendas 

Agendas are small missions that Supremes will undertake during a battle. After deciding which Plot will 

serve as the framework for the Encounter, players choose whatever Agenda’s they think they can 

accomplish during the course of a game. Most Agendas can be accomplished by a single Supreme. This is 

not to say the entire team cannot help, but it should not be necessary.  

Agendas are not undertaken without risk. Each Agenda has a built in failure condition. If you fail the 

Agenda you lose Agenda Points and run the risk of losing the game. Because of this it’s important to take 

on only Agendas you think your team can handle.   

When playing an Encounter, right after choosing a Plot, your Team may also choose Agendas. This is 

optional. You may choose up to 1 Agenda per every 6 Levels or part thereof, of the Encounter. Opposing 

Teams may therefore have different numbers of Agendas in the same game. 

Example: Two players are playing a Level 8 Encounter. They may each choose no Agendas, but 

neither can choose more than two Agendas, and each can choose a different number of agendas 

to their opponent. 

Finally it’s important to note that the Agendas you choose are secret. You don’t have to tell your 

opponent what it is you are trying to accomplish; simply write down your chosen Agendas, and keep the 

notes you have made face down on the table in front of you. 

Often, Agendas will require a specific piece of Terrain, Token or a Citizen to be placed on the table. This 

will often give your opponent a clue about the agenda you are pursuing. This is perfectly acceptable. 

Agendas requiring obvious objectives are designed to be easier to accomplish than Agendas that are 

more covert. 

As soon as an Agenda win or lose condition completed, reveal the Agenda. AGP are scored or lost as 

soon as the Agenda is completed successfully or failed. 
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Basic Agenda Rules 

These rules govern use and placement of Tokens, Agenda related models, Citizens and Structures that 

are Agenda objectives. 

All Agenda-related items are placed on the table before the Teams are placed. If both sides have Agenda 

items, then the one with more deploys the first one, followed by the opponent placing his first. Sides 

keep switching until all items have been placed. 

 

Agenda Tokens: Any time a Token is called for, they are as standard circular and 30 mm in diameter, or 

an object or roughly the same size can represent it. An appropriate Object should be mounted on a base 

where possible as this will add consistency to your tabletop.  

Tokens to be placed in a deployment zone can be placed anywhere fully within the deployment zone. 

Tokens that are to be placed outside of the deployment zones can be placed anywhere that they are 

fully outside of all deployment zones.  

Tokens placed on either the Enemy or Friendly half of the table, are to be placed fully outside of 

deployment zones. Place these Tokens completely within the area between the deployment zone and 

the middle of the table.  

Agenda Tokens may not be destroyed, Damaged, affected by Displacement Effects or Thrown unless 

mentioned otherwise. 

Agenda Citizens: Citizens placed as part of an Agenda (referred to as Agenda Citizens) are placed in 

addition to the normal number of Citizen placed. Citizens included as part of an Agenda may not be 

moved by either player and may not be Damaged other than by the specific Action provided in the 

Agenda description. Once the Agenda Citizen has been successfully Targeted by the related Action, they 

become a regular Citizen (that may for instance become the focus of Plots or Agendas), and they are 

subject then to all usual Citizen rules.  Each Agenda Citizen may be the goal of only one Agenda. 

Agenda Structures & Areas: Agenda Structures are always a Solid Medium Enclosed Structure, or a 

Reinforced Small Enclosed Structure – player choice. When an Agenda calls for Agenda Area, it is a 

marked by an Area at least 3 inches by 3 inches, or a circular Area of at least 3 inches in diameter, on 

ground level. 

Both Agenda Structures and Areas have to be fully out of both Teams’ deployment zones (unless clearly 

stated by the Agenda). Suitable Terrain pieces may be the objective of one of your Agendas, but your 

Enemy may pick the same Structure or Area as you did for his own Agenda! 

 

Each Agenda consists of: 
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Goal, Gain, Lose (conditions for scoring or losing AGP) and Reveal (when the Agenda becomes open to 

the other player; if Reveal states ‘No’, then the Agenda is revealed at the end of the Encounter, or when 

completed or failed). 

 

This One Must Survive 

Goal: Choose one of your Supremes, but they must be Level 1 or Level 2. This model must be protected 

at all costs. 

Gain: You gain 2 AGP if the chosen Supreme is not KO’ed at the end of the Encounter. 

Lose: You will lose 2 AGP if the chosen Supreme ends the Encounter being KO’ed. 

Reveal: No. 

 

Revenge 

Goal: One of your opponent’s Supremes must pay for his or her past crimes. Before the Starting Roll for 

the first round, nominate one Enemy Supreme to be the target of your revenge. 

Gain: If that model has been KO’ed at the end of the Encounter, earn 2 AGP. 

Lose: You lose 2 AGP if the nominated Supreme is not KO’ed at the end of the Encounter. 

Reveal: When the Target is nominated. 

 

Double Agent 

Goal: One of the Enemy Supremes is a double agent passing you vital information. You must not 

eliminate this valuable spy. Nominate one Enemy Supreme.  

Gain: If the nominated model is not KO’ed at the end of the Encounter, earn 2 AGP.  

Lose: You will lose 2 AGP if the nominated model is KO’ed at the end of the Encounter. 

Reveal: No. 
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Citizen in Peril 

Goal: A Friendly and important Citizen that you know is in trouble. Deploy the Agenda Citizen after any 

non-Agenda Citizens are deployed. The Agenda Citizen has G 4 and Health 2. Unlike most Agenda 

Citizens, this Agenda Citizen may be affected normally by Actions and Effects, including Beacon of Hope 

and Terrorize.  

Gain: 2 AGP if the Agenda Citizen is not KO’ed at the end of the Encounter.  

Lose: 2 AGP if the Agenda Citizen was KO’ed. 

Reveal: When the Citizen Agenda is placed.  

 

Trapped in Wreckage (Heroes Only) 

Goal: A Citizen is trapped under rubble or inside a damaged vehicle and must be broken free in order to 

be saved. Place an Agenda Citizen in an Agenda Area (for dramatic effect you may place a car model in 

the area). Freeing the trapped fellow requires the following Action to be used: 

AP 3 Free the Citizen (F): You try to free the luckless Citizen. Perform this Action while in BtB 

with the Citizen; it is only successful if your Supreme suffers no Damage and remains in BtB 

during the current Round. 

 

Gain: 2 AGP for rescuing the Citizen. 

Lose: 2 AGP for failing to rescue the Citizen. 

Reveal: When the Agenda Citizen is placed. 

 

Sermon of Doom (Villains Only) 

Goal: Your leader has a bad habit of talking before the battle is won. Usually he picks the worst timing! 

Whenever your team earns a Master Plan, instead of choosing other options, the model winning the 

Starting Roll may use the Soliloquy Action in this Round: 

AP 3 Soliloquy (J): You taunt your enemies with your master plan for world conquest and 

domination; the Action is considered successful if the model delivering the Soliloquy is not 

Damaged in the current Round. 

Gain: 2 AGP for performing the Soliloquy at least once. 
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Lose: 2 AGP for failing to successfully perform the Soliloquy at all.   

Reveal: When you choose access to Soliloquy as your Master Plan. 
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CHAPTER 9: Game Glossary 

Action Points (Page X):  Models that are Activated or using Reactions spend Action Points to use 

Combat Actions. 

Action Points Limit/AP Limit (pg. X): The maximum number of Action Points a Supreme may use in a 

Game Round. 

Action Pool (pg. ?): The collection of your Team’s Action Points calculated prior to the Turns Phase of 

each Round.  

Actions (Page X):  Actions can be Combat Actions or Movement Actions; usually only one Combat 

Action may be used per model per Activation. Some Combat Actions are Combinable (marked *) which 

may be used in the same Activation as another Combat Action. Actions are abilities that a model has to 

actively use. 

Activation (Page X):  Models or Minion cards are Activated during a player’s Turn; when a model is 

Activated it may perform one or more Actions. 

Agenda (p. ?): A side-mission in an Encounter providing extra goals. 

Agenda Area or Structure: A piece of terrain representing a specific Agenda objective. 

Agenda Citizen (p ?): A marker representing a specific Agenda objective; becomes a regular Citizen on 

completion of the Agenda. 

Agenda Marker: A marker representing a specific Agenda objective. 

Agility I: A Trait; primarily used to Defend against H Combat Actions. 

AP (Page X):  See Action Points. 

Auras: Auras are Combat Actions that work until the following effects Phase, affecting models within X 

inches of the model using the Aura. 

Base to Base/BtB (p. ?): A Battlefield Condition which is in effect when two or more model’s bases are 

touching. 

Battlefield Conditions: Are the rules that describe a number of specific in-game situations such model’s 

relative positions. 

Blast (p. ?): An effect that allows other effects to work against a number of models within range of the 

primary Target. 

Burdened: Models are Burdened when they pick up an Agenda Marker. 
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Citizen (p. ?): The hapless, and often unfortunate bystanders to Supreme battles. 

Combat Actions: these are used by models to affect other models, themselves or the environment. 

Combining Actions (p. ?): To combine two Combat Actions, at least one must be marked *. 

Damage: Damage is an effect; Damage points reduce Health. 

Defense G: A Trait; primarily used to Defend against F Combat Actions. 

Effects: These describe the impact of Combat Actions. 

Encounter Level: Governs the number of Supremes per side in an Encounter, as well as available 

Resources, and Citizens if they are being used. 

Encounter: A Pulp City game; see also ‘Encounter Level’, ‘Plots’ and ‘Agendas’. 

Energy H: A Trait; primarily used to Attack against I. 

Exclusive Minions: These are Minions associated with specific Supremes. They are KO’ed if their 

associated Supreme is KO’ed. 

Faction: Heroes and Villains are the two Factions in the game. 

Game Round: Game Rounds or Rounds are the period in which Teams get to act, taking Turns with their 

models. The length of a given Encounter in Rounds varies according to the chosen Plot. 

Game Turns/Turns: These alternate between players; a player Activates one or sometimes more models 

during their Turn, or takes a Pass. 

Hero/Villain: A Supreme that walks both sides of the street; sometimes a good guy, and sometimes a 

bad guy. 

Hero: One of the good guys. 

In Cover: Models that benefit from In Cover add extra dice when Defending. 

Indirect: An Indirect Action affects a single model within range (X) of the model using it does not need 

LOS. 

KO’ed: A model is KO’ed when it has lots all of its Health, and is then immediately removed from the 

battlefield. 

Level: Level describes how relatively powerful models are. 

Master Plan: Master Plans are SFX that only apply from Starting Rolls. 

Mind J: A Trait; primarily used to Attack against K. 
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Minion: Minions support Supremes, and are less-capable than Supremes. 

Model: A model is a representations of a Supreme, Minion and even a Monster, and the battlefield 

features they can interact with; therefore models can represent a number of things: 

Movement Action: Movement Actions cause Fatigue to the model using them and allow them to be 

moved according to the rules of their Movement Type. 

Movement Type: Each Movement Type governs how models that it applies to are moved when taking 

Movement Actions. 

Mystery (p. ?): One of the three Origins. Mystery beats Nature in the case of a tied Action Roll. 

Nature (p. ?): One of the three Origins. Nature beats Science in the case of a tied Action Roll 

Origin (p. ?): The source of a Supreme’s abilities – Mystery, Nature or Science. 

Origins Triad (p. ?): Used to resolve tied rolls; Mystery beats Nature, Nature beats Science, Science 

beats Mystery. 

Plot (p. ?): The core story for an Encounter, which defines objectives and goals. 

Power Down: An Effect that removes X Power Up dice from a model. 

Power Up: An Effect that grants X Power Up dice; a model may spend any or all of their available Power 

Up dice, adding them to Action Rolls. Once used they are discarded. 

Power: Supremes have one or more Powers which are passive abilities; they usually apply either in all 

situations or specific circumstances. 

Projectile: A Projectile affects a single model within range (X) and LOS of the model using it. 

Pulse: A Pulse is a Combat Action Type that affects models within X inches of the model using it. 

Ray: A Ray affects all models within range (X) along a path equal to the width of the base of the model 

using it.  

Science (p. ?): One of the three Origins. Science beats Mystery in the case of a tied Action Roll. 

Spirit K: A Trait; primarily used to Defend against J Combat Actions. 

Starting Roll: An Action Roll to determine which Team has the advantage for the coming Round. 

Strength F: A Trait; primarily used to Attack against G. 

Sub-faction: A known Team of Supremes; Supremes belonging to a Sub-factions often provide bonuses 

to models from the same Sub-faction. 
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Supreme: A super-powered individual. 

Team (p. ?): A collection of Supremes and their Minions followers. 

Traits (pg. ?): Strength, Defense, Energy, Agility, Mind, Spirit. 

Trump Traits: Models have trump Traits; they are more likely to achieve or cancel SFX with their Trump 

Traits when making Action Rolls. 

Villain: A bad guy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


